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Moonies 'witness' to UNH students
By Gary Langer
Members of Rev. Sun Myung
Moon's Unification Church have
been · "witnessing" on campus
and will probably continue to do
so, according to New Hampshire
Unification Church · Director
Charles Wheeler.

Wheeler, who called witnessing
"'rying to meet people and

"Witnessing is one of the things
we were doing right up to the
time we decided to go with the
program," planned for tonight in
the MUB said Wheeler. He said
there is "a very distinct possibility" Church members will
resume witnessing after the program.
Acting Vice Provost for Student
Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn said he
"was not aware witnessing had
been going on" when he decided
to let the Unification Church use

talking with them about the Unifi-

the

See related stories, page 4

Charles Wheeler

cation Church," also said:
--He and other Church members may join groups and take
classes at UNH "to become a
part of the community";
--The Church has left its Durham office, for one in Portsmouth, "in case things get hot in
· Durham.
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(MUB) for its presentation at 7
p.m. tonight.
·
"If I had known, it certainly
would have raised some questions in my-mind," said Sanborn.
'"Witnessing' is a very nebulous
term."
·
Sanborn said Church members
talking to people "within the

terms ·of Wheeler's definition" is
"-not a concern" to him.
"I would become concerned if
witnessing is an actual attempt
to convince people to join the
church or put them into a situation of pressure," he said.
"We have a responsibility to
clarify what witnessing means,"
said Sanborn.
Wheeler said Church members
stopped witnessing last month
"because we decided something
was needed first to clear the air.;;

film,
(The Rev . Moon in
America).''
On Sunday, however. Wheeler
said Church members were witnessing to UNH students until
three weeks ago, when he applied
to use the MUB for tonight's program.
"There are a couple .of things
going on," said Sanborn.
"Either there are some untruths
being expressed, or there was a
legitimate attempt to be truthful
but there was some misunder-
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"a bad feeling" about the Unifi"If this continues, it will cercation Church among UNH stu- tainly raise some questions in my
mind and in the mind of the Unidents.
However, Wheeler said last versity with respect to the sinweek "We have no active mem- cerity of this organization,' ' he
bers on campus."
said. "This raises serious quesLater he said he "forgot" the tions about the worth of the orChurch "did a survey asking
what people thought about the UNIFICATION CHURCH, page 4

Faculty
lot spaces

MUB. Grub chow-it takes know how

exceed
students'

By Maureen O'Connell
The MUB cafeteria is dark and
silent at 7 a.m. But in the kitchen,
there is already activity.
One student in a white smock
sweeps the floor. An older woman
makes coffee and pours it into the
tall spherical percolator.
In the far end of the kitchen
two students, Louise and Bob,
hunch over a long formica table
and examine half a dozen reci-

By Judi Paradis
Faculty parking spaces outnumber student parking spaces
by an eight-to-one ratio, even
though twice as many cars are
egistered to students than faculty, according to Lt. John Irving
of the UNH police.
Irving said 852 spaces are
reserved for faculty and staff,
205 for resident students and
approximately 95 for commuter
students.
There are 3179 cars registered
to commuter students this year
which must fit in the 95 reserved
spaces and approximately 1000
"open spaces" (including B lot
near McConnell Hall) which are
shared with faculty and staff,
Irving said. "Some students have
morning classes, others afternoon or evening courses," he said.
"Since not all students have
classes at the same time, there's
no need for a one-car-to-onespace ratio." .
Professor Cleveland Howard,
chairman of the faculty Parking
and Traffic Committee, said
problems result because too
many students want to park in
center lots, such as B lot. Irving
also cited this problem. "The
reason students get tickets is they
don't want to walk or they're
late," he said. "If they parked
in A or D lots and walked, they
wouldn't get ticketed.''
Irving claimed that Lots D and
Dl near the Alumni Center on
Edgewood Road have been half
empty during the day since the
beginning of the school year.
However, when checked at
11 a.m . yesterday, only eight
out of. a total 260 spaces .were

pes.

"If we're sauteeing we can use
a big frying pan, right?, " Louise
asks reaching underneath the
table where multi-shaped pots
and pans are stacked.
Her shoulder length blonde hair
is clipped back neatly in a gold
barrette. She cracks her gum
in a distinct rhythm.
Half listening, Bob rumages

through a drawer and then looks
up at the rows of steel utensils
hanging from a rack overhead.
"What should we use to scoop
out the tomatoes? " he says.
He runs his hand through his
short brown hair and rolls up the
sleeves of his plaid flannel shlrt.
He looks as if he would rather be
home in bed.
Louise DePrefontaine and Bob
Grant are not normally chefs or
MUB managers. But today they
will be. As members of Hotel
667 (Functional Managmentl,
they are responsible for the day's
"MUB Grub."
Each day starting at 11 a .m .
the MUB offers a special "grub"
along with its standard sandwich
and grill selections. The senior
GRUB, page?

Stanley Dodge of the UNH Dept. of Public Works unplugs
a drain between the Thompson School and Main Street. It
was that kind of day yesterday. (Steven Morrison photo)
empty.
Howard said that the parking
system "is as fair as you can
really get." He later added, "I
have to get here one and a half
hours in advance of my class to
get the space I want.''
There are 956 registered
faculty vehicles, registered,
according to Irving. Some of
these are multiple listings. This

means a faculty member will
register more than one vehicle
and drive different ones on different days. Irving said no
records are kept on how many
faculty members have multiple
listings.
Howard said there are fewer
multiple listings now than in
PARKING, page 17

Women

Art

Again?

The .Women's Center
is into its first year of
operation. For a look
at what's planned,
turn to page 2.

Inside is a consumer's guide to cinemas
and drive-ins in the
area and a review of
a new art show at the
New England Center.
Pages 12, 13.

C'mon now, this is getting ridiculous. Another romp? The UNH
football team gave the
Cowell Stadium crowd
more to cheer about
Saturday, cruising to a
42-7 win. See the story
on page 20.
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News Brie·£s
Two students hurt
Two UNH students were injured, one seriously, · last Friday
night when the car in which they were riding struck the small
wooden bridge on Madbury Road.
Leslie Dolen, 22, of Bay Road, Newmarket, was flung through
the windshield of the 1971 Volkswagen when it struck the bridge's
guardrail. She was thrown onto the railroad tracks below the
bridge.
She suffered a fractured hip, possible neck and spine injuries
and cuts and bruises, according to police. She was listed in satisfactory condition yesterday at the Maine Medical Center in Portland.
The driver of the car, Tyler Haaren, 20, also of Bay Road, Newmarket, suffered cuts and bruises and a fractured nose. She remains in stable condition at Wentworth-Douglass Hospital in
Dover.
'
Police said charges will be pressed, but would not elaborate on
the case.

Meteor shower
There will be a meteor shower Thursday night which, weather
according to UNH
astronomy Professor William Webber.
Webber said the shower mav be seen coming from the constellation Orion, which will rise frbm the southeast · at 9:30 p.m.
Thursday night and will reach its peak at about 4 a.m .
Small streaks of light should be seen flashing across the sk'y
unless clouds interfere, Webber said.
"It's guaranteed to happen," Webber said. "The only question
is whether or not it will be a clear enough night to see it."
penuitting, .:5ho4ld be vi:,,ibk tu the uakell eye,

SCOPE losses
Financial figures on the Nils Lofgren concert held at UNH
on Sunday, Oct. 9, have not been released by SCOPE (Student
Committee on Popular Entertainment.) While Steven Canavan,
president of SCOPE, admitted the concert did lose money,
he refused to say how much.
,
Canavan said the delay in releasing figures is because the '
bills for subcontracted services, such as police patrol, have
not yet come in. He said, "Last year they guessed. This year,
we're waiting until all the bills are in, before releasing figures
on a concert.
An estimated 747 tickets were sold for the concert, although
a ticket audit has not yet been taken, Canavar;i said. 252 tickets
were sold at the door. He said, "This ended up being pretty
much what we expected, . though we wished there had been
more people." In the past, Canavan said 400-500 tickets are
usually sold at the door.
·

Lord Hall accident
Two male students received minor injuries after one ran
through a plate glass door in Lord Hall last Thursday night.
Michael Lemire, a freshman, and Stephen M. Smillie, a senior,
were treated for minor cuts at Hood House and released.
According to Lemire, 30 to 40 females from McLa!)ghlin and
Jessie Doe Halls entered Lord wearing sunglasses with nylon
stockings over their faces.
Lemire said he "soaked as many of them" as he could with
water as they chased him down several flights of stairs in Lord.
According to Lemire, upon reaching the main floor of Lord, the
girls threw water at him, causing him to slip and fall throughthe
glass door leading to the lounge.
Smillie who was standing on the opposite side of the door, incurred injury from the braking glass and Lemire's fall on top of
him.

The weather
The National Weather Service predicts mostly sunny, breezy
weather today with a high in the 50s. There will be clear weather
tonight with a high in the 30s and increasing cloudiness Wednesday with a high in the 50s. Chance of precipitation is 20 per cent
today and ten per cent tonight.

Bianco reconsiders ban on pets;
says 'no snakes' despite appeal
By Barbara Walsh
Director of Residential Life
David Bianco said yesterday he
is "considering reconsidering"
asking the Dining and Resid~e
Advisory Committee <DRAC) to
ban all pets from dormitories.
Sophomore Thomas Keegan
said Bianco told him he would
make that recommendation last
week because a rule banning
snakes from dormitories, but
allowing other caged animals, is
unfair.
Keegan, the owner of a six foot
boa constrictor, said the rule
bans "snakes and other such
animals which cannot live in a
cage," when in fact a snake can
live in a cage.
Keegan also said the rule is
unfair because gerbils, rats,
turtles, and birds, which are
allowed, carry infectious diseases, while snakes do not.
"Bianco agreed with me and
said he would propose to DRAC
to eliminate having any pets in
the dorms for the next fall semester," Keegan said.
When asked to comment on the
issue yesterday, Bianco said "no
snakes." He declined to elaborate
or comment further.
Keegan said he kept his snake,
mimed Squeeze, in his room in
the Foreign Language Mini Dorm
for two weeks.
.
Squeeze was kept in a converted, padlocked television set,
said Keegan. "I had two padlocks
on it so people wouldn't get into

Thomas Keegan is fighting to retain the right to keep his
pet boa constrictor in the dormitory. (Tom Varley photo)

PETS. page 17

Few men show interest

WoJnen's Center starts first year
By Jayne Sears
In its first semester as a Student Activity Tax (SAT) funded
organization, the Women's Center is planning several programs
. primarily geared toward women,
since few men have shown any interest in the organization, according to Kim Cappel, a member of the Women's Center collective governing board.
The Women's Center received
$3,399 in SAT money from the Student Caucus last spring. The SAT
is paid by all full time students at
UNH.

"A couple of men have come to
our meetings. I think the problem
is that they don't know our attitudes," said Cappel.
"We could use some input from
men. Our programs are open to
them--we just haven't had much
response. Our main energies are
directed toward women. I think
we made that clear when we went
for our budget," said Cappel.
"There has to be an interest before we offer something," said

Lisa Dow, another collective
member of the Women's Center.
"Ideally it would be best if a
man came in with an idea, but
they don't feel comfortable," said
Cappel.
According to Doug Cox, the
chairman pro tern of the Student
Caucus, no special efforts are
being made to observe the
Women's Center. Tfie center has
two Caucus observers, Julia
Horan and Sara Scully, who were
unavailable for comment.
. "We'll be looking at their budget with a careful eye since they
are a new organization and a controversial one," said Cox. "They
are unproven thus far programmatically and economically. we
have the option to stop their
funding," he said.
The Women's Center had
planned to sponsor four support
groups this semester--one for
wt>men, one for men, one for
women and men, and one for leshla~.

The organization posted sign-

.

up sheets outside their office in
the Memorial Union Building
(MUB) for each support group.
Since students only showed interest in the women's support
group, the other three were
dropped .
Cappel said the money budgeted for the programs ($SQ
each) would be used next semester for other consciousness
raising groups or workshops.
The Women's Center also plans
a program which will be presented in conjunction with the
Women's Studies curriculum
which is being offered for the first
time this semester at UNH.
"It will serve as a formal introduction for the Women's Studies
program," said Cappel.
Also, a massage workshop will
be conducted by Susan Morin, an
active member of the Women's
Center.
"The workshop will involve a
lecture and the demonstration of
WOMEN'S CENTER. page 9

NuJnerous clog thefts
plague UNil library
Over 13 incidents of clog thefts
have been reported in the
Dimond Library in the past three
weeks, according to Lt. Paul
Ross of the UNH police Dept.
Most thefts have occurred
while students momentarily left
their desks, accordrng to Ross.
Some thefts have taken place
under the tables where their
owners were sitting, he said.

A recent rash of thefts in the Dimond Library has led to a warning from library officials. (Art
Illman photo) .
·

the library to study in comfort,"
she said.
According to one victim of the
clog thief, "there was a guy sitting at the desk in front of me
when I left to return a book I
had been reading. I had slipped
my clogs off earlier. I returned
five minutes later. The guy was
gone, and so were my brand new
clogs. They were my only pair
of shoes."

"It's probably some prankster,
Mccadden · said that students
but it is a serious problem," Edie
Mccadden, night supervisor for ' should be more careful, and
the library said yesterday.
should not leave their books, let
alone their shoes unattended.
"Some clogs have been found
stuffed in the bookshelves, but
Any information regarding the
most have disappeared. It is un- clog thefts should be reported
fortunate that students don't to the Police Department, or the
have the freedom to come into main des~ at the library.

•
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Student drinking
decreases at UNH
BySueHerjz
Alcohol consumption at UNH
has decreased this year, according to J. Gregg Sanborn,
acting vice provost for st1,1dent
affairs.
"There is a decreasing emphasis on alcohol and its consumption," said Sanborn. "There are
more alternatives to drinking available. There are more programs in the dorms, for. example."
Michael Libby, manager of
Scorpio's Pub, said, "Beer consumotion is down. We kept the
bar full, but it's not as crowded
as in previous years . The lines
outside aren't as long as they
used to be."
ThP KP{!' Room

Out at Shakey Acres in Madbury, a couple of drinking buddies ponder alcohol's decline in
nearby Durham. (Tom Varley photo)
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one-half kegs less per night this
year as opposed _to last year,
according to manager Mike
Kinzley.
"There are more people in the

lounge but there is less alcohol
consumption," said Kinzley.
"Maybe money is tight."
Beer drinking is down at the
Tin Palace, said manager Russ
Walker. "The students are more
conservative in the amount they
drink. It's a quieter crowd than in
_past years. It's a rare occurrence
when I have to ask someone to
leave," he said.
Nicholas Geegas, owner of the
Down Under, said there is little
difference in the amount of alcohol consumed bul "the crowd is
drinking the same amount in
shorter hours.
"The crowd used to come out
between 7 and 7: 30 p.m.," Geegas
said. "Now they come at 9 p.m.
or lo.tor.''

"The crowd is more mellow,"
said Scorpio's Libby.
Reasons for-the decrease of inALCOHOL, page 8
i

Operating Staff Council member
resigns in protest over newsletter
By Jayne Sears
Operating· Staff Council member Ronald Reedy resigned last
week after the council's request
to publish a newsletter was
denied by University President
Eugene Mills and because of
other problems facing the opera- ting staff at UNH.
"We (the council) were led
along during the summer to
believe we would have a paper
this year. At the meeting last
week, Mills gave us the line about
having no money from the legislature. I felt this was a complete
cop-out. We had the paper all
worked out,'' said Reedy.
According to Reedy, the operating staff newsletter would have
cost $1,000 for ten issues per year.
"We felt the newsletter was
needed to educate the workers on
their rights and oenefits and to
get them together," said Reedv.

"I think the administration is
afraid that we are going to say
something embarrassing about
them. They are trying to put the
clamps on the (operating staff)
council. They don't want us to be
a group. They want us to be
fractured and unorganized. They
look at us as a blue-collar group
that should be kept in the dark,"
said Reedy.
Mills said the newsletter request was "put aside because of
the uncertainty of the budget and
the extent of the cost" along with
the fact that he knew "a significant number of other groups
would like an equal opportunity"
to publish a newsletter.
According to Director of University Relations Peter Hollister,
the newsletter request was
denied for two reasons.
"One, on the basis of money,"
said Hollister. "And one on the

Plagiaris1n

.

basis of setting a precedent that we do have letters to the editor,"
wasn't needed because of the said Hollister.
"Anything they (the operating
C11mpus Journal."
"There is a problem of the staff) submit to us is published
(operating)
staff's
attitude right along with the other things
toward the Campus Journal--it we are given. We've encouraged
loses credibility because it monthly reports . To my knowdoesn't click with the operating · ledge anything they send us gets
staff," said John Ulery, a mem- used," said Hoiiister.
ber of the Operating Staff
Ulery said he thought one of the
Council.
problems with the Campus Jour"Mills said we would have to narwas, "they don't do any invesuse the (Campus) Journal. All it tigative reporting--they only
is, is a mouthpiece for the ad- print what is given to them. The
ministration. It never takes Operating Staff Council is
another viewpoint,'' said Richard looking to increase the operating
Ronald Reedy
Sherman, a plumber on the staff's awareness and increase
the
Council's
credibility."
lion.
operating staff.
"I presume we will come back
"Workers are always being
Hollister termed Sherman's
statement
a
"speculative to it (the newsletter issue) at told they are doing a good job but
another time," said Mills.
they never get anything for it--not
remark."
Reedy said the struggle for a even the proper tools," said
"Campus Journal doesn't voice
anyone's opinion. It exchanges seven per cent cost-of-living pay
information between people. raise for the operating staff was
There are no editorials although another reason for his resigna- REEDY, page 6

No students enter election

continues.

for student body president

in 401

~o increase the number _of polling ·yesterday that he started his
By Michael Minigan
The ring remains empty, as no places available during the two campaign "about five weeks beone has filed papers for the posi- day period. She said some fore the election.
"But after about three weeks,
- tion of student body president, academic buildings will serve as
according to Jennifer Ford, vice polling places this year. For- I realized just how much the job
merly, voting was restricted to entailed and how little the job
· president for special assignthe dining halls, the library and really had to offer," he said.
ments.
"It's sad and amazing that no
The deadline for filing is Nov. a fraternity or sorority.
Ford said students interested in one has announced a candidacy
4 and the election is scheduled for
running for the position of stuNov. 16 and 17, according to Ford.
"I'm not too concerned right ' dent body president must submit ELECTIONS, page 15
now," Ford said yesterday. "No- a petition of intent to the Student
body has said anything to me Government office signed by at
about it yet, but I just hope people least 200 undergraduates.
Ford said the letter to the
will come in, in the next few
editor was not a panic-stricken
days."
Ford said Student Government plea for candidates, but that it
has, only recently begun adver- was intended to serve as "an intising for the position. That ad- formational service."
Student Body President Jim
vertising included a letter to the
editor of The New Hampshire O'Neill said he was "kind of surfrom Ford last Friday, arid an ad prised" at the current lack of
candidates.
in today's edition.
"I don't think anyone knows
Ford said she has heard
rumors about one or two people about the process or the elec"who might file in the next few tions," O'Neill said. "But we're
days," but would not name the just beginning our advertising
people involved. She said at least campaign, so things should pick
one person from Student Govern- up."
O'Neill was one of five canment usually enters the election,
but so far, no one from this year's didates in last year's election. He
Student Government has shown said he began his campaign "at
about this time," a year ago.
interest in the position.
"I expect people will come in
"Sometimes it's good if the
campaigns are not long and
this week and the beginning of
next week," Ford said. "But dragged out," he said. "A long, •
right now, I'm concentrating arawn out campaign can hurt the
more on other aspects of the candidates as much as help Jim O'NeiU, Student Body Presthem."
election."
ident, said he was surprised
Senior political science major that
She said "other aspects" inno one is running for his
cluded getting students to vote in Ron Crowley was a candidate post.
in
last
year's
election.
He
~aid
the upcoming election and trying

'

By Rosalie H. Davis
Seven of 14 UNH freshman
English 401 instructors questioned said they believe some students in their classes are plagiarizing their work,
However, both students and instructors are split on the issue of
how cases of plagiarism should
Jay Simmons
be handled.
Of the seven instructors who
I didn't think were the students'
did not believe their students
and the warning has · stopped
were plagiarizing, five said they them from continuing."
had no suspicions and two said
Liz Kirshner, a 401 instructor
they didn't know.
said, .. 1 had a case of a student
Three 401 instructors who paraphrasing an original work.
wished to remain anonymous He was spoken to, and admitted
said they would not necessarily to it. He received an F for that
fail students they caught plagiar- item but was not flunked for the
izing contrary to English De- course."
partment p<>licy~
_
"If a student plagiarizes, he
One of those instructors, who
should be flunked," said freshhandled a well evidenced case
man Julie Stearren. "It's not fair
of cheating last year said "I don't to those of us who are doing the
w~nt to have my name published. work."
•
The case wasn't handled accordJ;>irector of freshman English
ing to policy. A student passed' Thomas Carnicelli said he does
in a paper that had been written not know if his letter two weeks
by her brother.''
ago to 401 teachers directing
"The paper was very polished, them to fail students caught
and unlike anything else the plagiarizing has had any effect.
student had written. I gave the
"I don't have any way of knowstudent a D for the course and ing if students have stopped plamade her write a paper on why giarizing, Carnicelli said. "The
she had plagiarized. I think that instructors aren't required to
was harder than being flunked.''
report cases to me.
Another 401 teacher said, "I've
received a couple of papers that PLAGIARISM, pa"ge 15
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Moonies '~i_tness' on campus
UNIFICATION CHURCH
.
continued from page 1
Christian Fellowship meeting
ttiree weeks ago."
ganization on campus."
•
Assistant Director of ·Student
"She told everybody she was
Activities Jeffrey Onore -said, . studying Unification thought and
"Very shortly I would be desirous . it brought her closer to Christ,"
of Mr . Wheeler being v_e ry . sa_id •Bouchard. "I'm worried
· she'll use our group OCFl to
specific about his activities."
Wheeler said he has "nothing ill spread her ideas. That's how they
· do it," he said.
particular in mind for UNH. '·' UNH sophomore Karen Brown . · Hanlon was .unavailable for
said she was approached_by two · comment:
members of the Church in the . ."I feel Jean will continue to go
MUB cafeteria three weeks·ago. · to .the meetings," said Wheeler.
"They asked me if there i"s any · · "Jean is also a musician and she
important leader in today's may become involved with the
society,'' said Brown. "They told Unive~sity through that."
me they were doing a survey for a ·
Wheeler · said he and other
church group. I asked which, and Church members may join UNH
they
said the
Unification . groups and take classes here "to
Church."
become a · part of the comBrown said the persons who ap- munity."
proached her "were not well pre"If a person's particular beliefs
pared."
allow them to participate in
"There's not the same system various activities for their peras there was a couple of years sonal satisfaction, that is suitago," said Wheeler. "We·· don't able,~' said Sanborn.
"If the attempt is to gain accome in a big group and start wit,
ut::i::iiug. ··
cess to per:,,uatk uU1tr::, tu juiu
Durham resident Mark Bou- the Church, then I have some
chard, a former Church member, serious reservations." he said.
said Church member Jean Han"I think the Unification Church
Ion "attended an Intervarsity is interested in soliciting mem-

bership," said Student Body
President Jim O'Neill. "If it involves pressure of students,
something is wrong ."
·
"There - are some serious integrity questions involved here.
That makes me question the integrity of Mr: Wheeler," said
O'Neill.
"I don't know what the hell
'witnessing' is," said O'Neill. "If
students become upset with the
thing, we can take some action ."
Wheeler said the Church has
found an office in Portsmouth.
"It's not smart to be limited to
the Durham area," he said.
Wheeler said "the whole town is
the University. It could become
like it was before."
Wheeler referred to the antiUnification Church feeling at
UNH which lead · to the withdrawal of the Collegiate Association for the Research of Principles (CARP) from Durham
three years ago. CARP was, then,
atlil!ated with the Unification
Church.
Wheeler said he could not release the address of the Portsmouth office atthis time.

JIMMY BRESLIN
NOTED JOURNALIST.,,( author of "The Gang
that Couldn't Shoot Straight")
#

•

involved in "Son of Sam;, letters

will speak at UNH
TUES:, OCT. 25

Moonies are inactive
at six N .E. universities
By Gary Langer
University related activities of
Rev. Sun Myung Moon's Unification Church in New England are
unique to UNH, according to a
survey of six New England universities.
Editors of the student newspapers at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, the University of Maine at Orono, the
University of Vermont at Burlington, the University of Rhode
Islam+. at Kingston, the University of Connecticut at Storrs, and
Boston University all said they
have no knowledge of Unification
Church activities at their campuses.
Acting Vice Provost for Student
Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn said,
"They may have, in fact, a lot of
work going on, on campuses that
is not out in the open. It could be
thoy aro only acting in tho opon

here," he said.
Student Body President Jim
O'Neill said he is "surprised"
that the Church is not active at
other campuses, "Maybe there's
something that's luring the Unification Church to New Hampshire," he said. He said he does
not know what that would be.
Aidan Darry, Massachusetts
Unification Church director, said
the purpose of Unification Church
activities on college campuses is
sent the Church "because some- "to provide students with an albody who was around at the time ternative to their future" by conof CARP can answer questions · vincing them to join the Church.
Chris Barnett, editor-in-chief of
about that time.' '
The Collegiate Association for URI's Good 5¢ Cigar, said the Colthe Research of Prin~iples legiate Association for the Re(CARP), then, .a Unification search of Principles (CARP ) was
Church affiliate, left UNH in the active at URI in the spring of
spring of 1975 amid -charges oi 1975.
brainwashing, kidnapping, and
"As far as I'm concerned,
harassment of potential Church CARP and the Unification
Church are the same thing, " said
members.
Assistant Director of Student Barnett.
Affairs Jeffrey Onore said he
Barnett said CARP, which was
does "not have any feeling"
also active at UNH in 1975, "had
a core of eight to ten people."
"They'd go from door to door in
CHRUCH PRESENTATION, page 8

Three former UNH students
~ill a~swer for Moonies
By Gary Langer
dropped out of school during his
Three former UNH students, sophomore year in 1973, will anwho are now Unification Church · swer questions for the Church.
members , will answer questions · "That clearly was not my unfor the Church at its pr~sentation derstanding," said Sanborn. "My
tonight in the Memorial ·union _assumption was that he would be
Building (MUB l, according to . handling · questions for the
New Hampshire Unification Church."
Church Director Charles Wheeler.
"I'll serve as moderator "
Acting Vice Provost for Student Wheeler said last week . "And
Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn, how- three former students will anever, said " It is my under- swer the questions ."
standing that Mr. Wheeler will be
Wheeler described the former
the one answering questions."
students as "very capable and
Wheeler said last week Diane , competent people who have
Muxworthy, '73, Cathy Cornish, ' clearly not been brainwashed."
'72, and James Edgerly, who
He said he asked them to repre-

18, 1977

~

d\f~erent dormitory_ each night,
mv1tmg people to dinner," Barnett said.
Barnett said Shelley Turner, a
URI student who joined CARP
and was later "deprogrammed"
told him "members were told not
to tell that CARP was associated
with Rev. Sun Myung Moon. We
were told that Satan would get on
us and our whole lineage.''
Barnett said Turner called
CARP's tactics "psychological
brainwashing.''
"Some years ago Church
leaders may have been overzealous," said Darry.
Barnett said URl's CARP
applied to become a student organization but . was rejected.
"They. lost their bid for recognition as a student organization,
folded up their tents and left for
other areas," he said.
Rarnptt · s:::iin

TTRT

s:tudents:

"were mainly pissed off" at
CARP members"bothering them
~II the time.''
Darry said he is "not in favor of
formal organizations on campuses. They just make controversies," he said.
Darry said students dropping
out of school to join the Church
"has happened in the . past in
some rural areas. It caused some
excitement in several provincial
towns," he said.
Rhode
Island
Unification
Church Director Diane Muxworthy, a UNH graduate, said
she has "no particular plans for
URI."
UVM Cynic editor Scott Sartonius said the Church "was
active at UVM about two years
ago . They -were recruiting on
campus," he said, "but I think
they moved out. If they're here
they are keeping a pretty low
profile."
Bill Sundstrom, executive
editor of the Daily Collegian at
CHURCH ACTITIVIES, page 16

YOU CAN
LEARN HOW
TO FLY!

8:00 p.m.

Granite State Room MUB
$1 for students
$1.50 for non-students

TICKETS SOLD AT DOOR ONLY

The UNH flying club is holding an introductory meeting on Wednesday, Oct. 19th .in the
Carrqll Room at the MUB. As a student at UNH, .
you are eligible for the clubs reduced rates.
Don't miss the opportunityl
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University appoints
civil rights lawyer
By Rosalie H. Davis

Ba;too lawyer Thomas Flygare has

been appointed to serve as a
special civil rights legal counsel
to the University system, according to Arthur Grant, director
of University systems relations.
Grant said Flygare will advise
the University on developing
policies to make sure the University System complies with federal and state laws and requirements.
Grant said he did not know
how much money Flygare will
receive for his services.
Areas in which violations may
occur, said Grant, are federal
regulations
in
Affirmative
Action, Handicapped Legislation,
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) and Title
IX.
"RnlP!':

::irp

!':omPtimP<: ,:,ompli-

TUESDAY, October 18

Offices.
ALL SUBJECTS
According to Foster's Daily
Democrat (Oct. 17) Flygare was Fast, profe~sional, and proven
a former assistant attorney for quality. Choose from qur library of
the Boston Office of the U.S. 7,000 topics. · Send $1.00 for the
Dept. of Health, Education and current edition of our· 220 page
mail order c~talog.
Welfare.
Foster said Flygare holds a
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
PhD in political science from
11322 IDAHO AVE., No. 206-E
the University of Wisconsin,
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
where he taught as a junior facul(213) 477-8474
ty member. He received his law
degree from the Boston Univer- _Our research papers are sold for
sity School of Law.
research purposes only.
Flygare writes a monthly
.
column ca1led "Schools and the - - - - - - - - - - - - - Law" for a monthly educationi Please rush my catalog.
E
magazine. He also served asf Enclosed is $1.
vice president and lobbyist forl Nam
the Wisconsin Federation ofl
e --------Teachers, and was chief analysq Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
for education committees of theJ City .
Wisconsin State Legislature,}
·
,L.~!!!. _____Zio.,... ____ _
accordinl? to Foster.

1

1.

HUMANITIES LECTURE: "The Crisis of Fifth Century
Athens: Euripides and Socrates," John Kayser, Political Science. Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30
p.m.
CHEMISTRY SEMINAR: "Chemistry and the Three Electron Bond," Dr. Gary Weisman, Chemistry Department.
Parsons Hall, Room L-103 , from 11 a.m.-12 noon .
MUB PUB : Film "Take the Money and Run," 7 and 9 p.m.
UNIFICATION CHURCH PROGRAM : Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7-8:30 p .m .
POETRY READING: Charles Simic, UNH Poet-in-Residence . Forum Room, Library, 8 p.m. Sponsored by the
UNH Writers Series.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT PROGRAM: On the Unification Church. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8:30-10
p.m.
WEDNESDAY, October 19

CELEBRITY SERIES AND UNIVERSITY THEATER: "A
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum," starring
Arnold Stang. Johnson Theater✓ matinee at 2 p .m . UNH students/senior citizens $4 in advance. General admission $5.50.
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY : Springfield, Memorial Field, 3
p .m.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL: Springfield, Lundholm Gym,
3:30 p.m.
MUB PUB: Casey Holt, D.J ., Disco, 8 p.m.

cated and difficult to inter-pret
Flygare's advice, we hope to
minimize
situations
where
faculty, staff and students bring
lawsuits against the administration. This has happened about
a dozen times within the last two
years," he said.
"The recent case of Brian
Peters and Christopher 'Jerg
appealing the right to know laws
is an example of this type of
lawsuit," said Grant.
"Dr. Flygare will not be practicing law here . He is a lawyer
' but the University system will
still be represented by the Manchester law firm of Devine;
Millimet, Stahl and Branch, "
Grant said.
Flygare will begin work on
Nov. 4 in the Chancellor's office
in the Lee center of the University Systems Administrative

The Student Caucus approved a
$390 funding request from the Native American Solidarity Committee ( NASC > for a three part
speakers series at its meeting
Sunday.
NASC member Deidre Bair
said the series, which is planned
for October, November, and
December, will focus "on the
issues of Indian land and treaty
rights in New England."
The series will first present a
speech by Kakwirakeron. a
delegate to the United Nations
(UN> Committee on Racism and
Decoloni2:ation, on Oct. 19.
Kakwirakeron, a member of
the
Mohawk
Nation
at
Ganienkeh, New York, will speak
about the land claims of New
York state Indians and about last
month's UN conference in
Geneva, Switzerland.
The second speaker will come
sometime in November to talk
about
Penobscot
and
Passamaquoddy Indian land
claims in Maine.
The third presentation, scheduled for early December, will be
by Louis Gurwitz. Gurwitz is a
Boston-based lawyer who has
worked extensively with Indians
in court cases. He defended Indians arrested al the occupation
of Wounded Knee , South Dakota .
in 1973.
Blair said NASC has asked lhE·
Me morial
Union
Student
Organization (MUSOJ "for
technical help in doing our
program.' '
Blair said the group needs $100
to pa1 each speaker and $30 for
advertising each event.
She said NASC will offer a
similar program next semester
'•if this one is well received ...

campus calendar

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH

in these areas," said Grant. "With

Indian
speaker
•
series
planned

~

THURSDAY, October 20

NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST PARK

WIZARD SKATEBOARD PARK

FALL SEMINAR SERIES ON ENERGY: "Our State Energy
Policy and N .H . Energy Issues." The Honorable Stacey
Cole, Vice Chairman, Governor's Council on Energy. Room
216, Hamilton Smith Hall, 3:30 p .m.
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: "A Mineral Policy of
the United States, " E.N . Cameron, Department of Geology
and Geophysics, University of Wisconsin-Madison. Room
303, James Hall, 4-5 p.m .
GRANDE ILLUSIONS : "The Last Picture Show," starring
Timothy Bottoms and Cloris Leachman. Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission 75 cents or
MUSO Film pass.
CELEBRITY SERIES AND UNIVERSITY THEATER: "A
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum, " starring
Arnold Stang. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. UNH students/ senior citizens $4 in advance . General admission $5.50.
MUB PUB : Cormac McCarthy, Folk, 8 p.m.
FRIDAY, October 21

Putting
this ~
face · .
in your future.
Your Fidelity Union Field Associate can
help plan your financial future with
ColJegeMaster. CollegeMaster is the nation's
leader in life insur.ance for college seniors.
Fin~ out about..CollegeMaster.

CELEBRITY SERIES AND UNIVERSITY THEATER: "A
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum," starring
Arnold Stang. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m . ONA students/ senior citizens $4 in advance . General admission $5.50 .
FACULTY LECTURE: "Energy Resources and Demands, "
Don Melvin, Director, Electrical Engineering. New England
Center, 8 p.m. Advance registration at DCE required for admission . Sponsored by Speakers Bureau .
HOMECOMING SQUARE DANCE: With Jack Perron calling. MUB PUB, 8 p .m .-12:30 a.m. Sponsored by the Mini
Dorms.
CRAFTS FAIR: Sponsored by the Forest Park Day Care
Center. East-West Park, 9:30 a.m.-4:30 p .m. (In case of
rain, the fair will be held in the Merrimack Room , Memorial
Union.)

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and dislributed semi-v:eckly lhroughoul the
academic year. Our offices are located in !he Memorial Union Building. Durham.
N.H. •01824 ._ Phone 862-1124 or 8621490. Yearly subscription $9.00. Second Llass
postage _paid at _Durham . N.H. Total number of copies printed 10,500, at Cast: ..
Puhh~~llons. Plaistow. N.l-f .

Call the FideiitJ· l,Lnim1 CollegeMaster®
Field ,\ssociate in your area:

Don Saari

CollegeMastet

SPEAKERS and SLIDES
from the
MOHAWK NATION
at
GANIENKEH
Sunday, October 23
8 p.m. Carroll-Belknap, MUB
Sponsored by NASC & MUSO

...
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•
notices
GENERAL

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

THE AAUP LOCAL CHAPTER will meej, Friday , October 21. Grafton Room, Memorial Union, at 12 noon. All
faculty are invited for a discussion of priorities for 1977- ,
78. Bring your lunch.
- ·
WORKSHOP ON QUALITY RELATIONSHIPS: Monday, October 24, Randall Lounge, 7:30 p.m. Second of a
four-week series. Continues on Monday, November 7, in
Hitchcock Hall, and on Monday, November 14, in Devine
Hall
HOMECOMING ACTIVITIES '77: 10:30 a.m.: Judging
of Lawn Decorations: 12:30 p.m .: Parade begins from
E&st-West Lot to Football Field: 1:30 p.m . : Football
game begins with-.:heering contest and announcement
of winners . If your dorm or group would still like to participate, call the Office of Student Activities today at 21001.
INTERTIDAL WALK THROUGH THE TIDEPOOLS:
Saturday, October 22, Odiorne State Park, Rye, 1 p.m.
Come investigate and learn about these miniature ecosystems. Wear your boots.

ACADEMIC
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION: There
are openings in the Department of Physical Education
for freshmen or sophomore students who wish to enter
the following areas of study: 1> Teacher Certification,
2)

Chc 1 .._, i,3c

S p ct... iali ~ t,

:J) P rc- Phyo ic al

Sports Communication, and
cations for transfer will be
vember 4. See Dr. Phyllis
101A, New Hampshire Hall
additional information.

Council member resigns

Therapy ,

-i )

5) Athletic Training. Appliaccepted until Friday, NoHoff, Chairperson, Room
for an. application form or

UNH FL YING CLUB: Introductory meeting to answer
questions and provide information to anyone who m!Jy
be interested in joining the UNH- Flying Club. Wednesday , October 19, Carroll Room ; Memorial Union, 7 p.m .
JURIS QUAESITOR : General meeting for all staff
members and students interested in working on or writing for Juris Queasitor, UNH 's legal magazine. Wednesday , October 19, Room 153, Memorial.Union, 7 p.m .
JEWISH STUDENTS: Meeting for all·interested Jewish
students. Thursday, October 20, Hillsborough-Sullivan,
Memorial Union, 7 p.m.
THE UNH ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB will be havipg
its first meeting of the semester on Wednesday, October
19, Room 202, Kendall Hall, 8 p.m. Refreshments will be
served. If you are interested, but unable to attend the
meeting, call M.J. al 862-1643.
'
HOTEL CLUB: Meeting, Thursday, October 20, Carroll
Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m.

I

CLUB SPORTS
FENCING CLUB: Meets Tuesdays and Thursdays, in
New Hampshire Hall Salle, from 8-10 p.m. Beginning instruction available as well as advanced play.
VOLLEYBALL CLINIC : Tuesday, October 18, New
Hampshire Hall Gym , 7 p.m . A clinic for Co/ Rec. and
intramural voJJeyball players, anct anyone else mterested in learning.
FIGURE SKATING CLUB : Tuesday, October 25, Snively Arena, from 12:30-2 p.m . First meeting to set up the
winter skating. Bring your skates.

Because of an increase in the volume of notices, The New Hampshire will print each item only
once on the date closest to the event. Please submit notice/calendar information to the Administration vffice, Room 322, Memorial Union by 4 p.m. Tuesday for Friday's paper and 4 p.m. Thursday for the following Tuesday's paper. Inquiries about errors or omissions should be directed to The New Hampshire staff.

REEDY
continued from page 3
Reedy.
The pay raise was discussed at
the same meeting in which Mills
denied the operating staff newsletter,
According to Reedy, the
operating stall only received a
4.4 per cent pay increase while
other staff members at the University received seven per cent.

R~edy said the highe~t paid
employees on the operating staff
received a $500 bonus and no percentage increase on their yearly
salary.
" They're freezing the pay of

their best employees. Very few of
these people will ever get a pay
raise. They feel discourilged,"
said Reedy .
. Reedy said he felt the Operating Staff Council is a " puppet
organization. All it does is shuffle
papers. "
"The council operates at a frustration level so that its effect is
minimal," said Ulery.
Reedy said he sees a future of
frustration for the Operating
Staff Council. "The administration will just wait until the people
they like are on the council," he
said. "When that happens, they'll
still be shuffling papers."

VETERANS
SALE!
Starts
Friday morn. Oct. 21st
thru
Monday Oct. 24th

Hearty Sandwiches & Complete
Dinners ... Good Variety Imported
& Domestic Bottled Beers
Lunch and Dinner Daily
Banquet fac,lities available.

,

Tavern Open Till Legal Closing ...

Master Charge• American Express

16 Third Street

Dover, N.H.

lamprey tavern
and restaurant
LUNCH . ..

it doesn't
always have to be the same.
Our excitingly different lunch
menu offers a Vqriety of Quiches
& Crepes, the great Lamprey .
Club Sandwich, a Tacos & Chili
plate, the French Hamburger,
delicious salads and more. Join
us.

•
164 main st. newmarket rih.
lunch 11:30 - 2

dinner 5 - 9 (sun - thurs) 5 - 10 (fri ·.. sat)
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need a ride?

MUB Grub club won't flub
GRUB
continued from page 1

•

note! students are responsible for
two grubs each semester. With
the help of four freshman Hotel 4&3 students they prepare a
feast to please even the most
staunch lunch loather.
So far this semester the grubs
have included everything from
mushroom quiche to cream of
peanut soup to sole almondine.
Now at 7 a .m . Louise and Bob
have four hours to create their
delectable choices of vegetable
crepes and croute al emmenthler
(ham and melted cheese sandwich with mushroom sauce),
sauerkraut provencal, tomato
rice pilaf, stracciatella (egg and
cheese soup)_tomato bisque soup
and chocolate mousse.
It seems impossitile.
They both know it's not. .
"The actual day of prod~ction

is the easiest;" Louise says.
"It's the preliminary stuff that's
tough. Three weeks before our
assigned grub day we have to
submit our menus and draw up a
price estimate of everything. We
have to pre-test every recipe and
standardize the portions. It's a lot
of work ."
The hotel students are free to
choose any menu, as long as they
include one vegetarian soup and
entree along with a soup and
entree with meat.
They try to keep the prices
under$1.00.
"We have to get a varied menu
and we have to make it cheap
enough to compete with the
places in town,"· Bob says. "We
can't lose- money in the process
either."
· Their goal is to sell-out of each
item, and to do it at no more
than 40 per cent food cost. That
means that out of every dollar
they earn, no more than 40
cents should go towards paying
for the foo_d. The r·emainiilg
60 cents should pay for labor <fhe
freshman assistants\ and- over- ·
head.)
According to Food Service
Manager Scott Migala, the students are graded on how the
meals turn out and how well
ore:anized the oreparation is.
"It ·s their chance to be managers for the da:y," hf; said. "I
look to .see how well they know
their recipes, if they 're familiar
with kitchen technique and if they
use their helpers efficiently.''
Mi~al~ fiaid the grubs have
been 'overwhelmingly'' successful, with most items selling out
every day. Since the semester
began, Migala has assigned students to make between 55 and
65 portions of the main entree
each day. Starting next week,
the number of portions will be
increased.
This morning, Louise· and Bob
are out to maintain the grub's
successful record.
At 8 a.m. three of the four
"403's" show up in the kitchen.
"Who wants to make chocolate
mousse?" Louise asks them.
"O.K., you're station D." She ·
points to the second heloer.
"Now you be station A and start
chopping the vegetables."
By 8:15 -the fourth hel~er
arrives arid Bo6 assigns him to
station C--preparing the soups.
"We've got to get these 403's
psyched," Louise says with a
grin. "So they don't screw up our
food."
Station A examines the production schedule Louise and Bob
have drawn up, with a breakdown
of what tasks need to be done
every half hour . .
" Is this a special meal? " he
asks. "Or are you guys just 1n:
credibly organized? ''
For awhile, . everything runs
smoothly.
But then, even the most "incredibly organized" meals face
that last half. ~.hour. hysteria .
At 10:30" the crepes are scheduled to be cooked. But the premade batter is missing.
"Where's the ·crepe batter?"
Bob asks pacing up and down the
kitchen. He's not really worried
yet. The counters are cluttered

with dishes and the batter could
be anywhere.
By 10:35he'sworried.
"Did you dump any batter
down there? " he shouts to the
woman sliding leftover eggs into
the churning garbage disposal.
"I didn't touch a thing! " she
shouts back.
''Someone is out to sabotage
us, ·· Bob mutters as he makes
one more round of the counters.
"Where the hell did that stuff
go? "
By 10:45 Bob has station A
making up a new batter.
-Louise emerges from the giant
freezer with a look of. despair .
"What do we do now?" she says
glancing at her watch. "The
mousse isn't hardening."
In another part of the kitchen
Mieala ·and thrPP of lhP " 401's"
stand peetmg into the pot of egg
;-,nd cheese soup. The eggs seem
to be separating from the soup
base and cooking themselves.
There is silence.
"The last half hour is always
murder," Miga la said later .."The
students are trying to get the food
out on time and in good shape.
As long as they don't panic it 's
fine ."

place a claH ad
And Louise and Bob don't
panic.
, By 10 : 55 she ·s racing the uten, sils out to . the line and making
sure ·the cheese on the sandwiches is not melting too quickly .
Part of her hair has slipped out
of her barrette. She's chewing
her gum rapidly.
Bob is helping station A stuff
the crepes with vegetables . From
standing so close to the oven his
face is wet with perspiration.
And somehow it all works out.
The mousse gets harder, the
egg and cheese soup behaves and
the sandwiches are toasted to
a golden brown.
At 11: 06 Bob and Louise take
deep breaths and head out to the
line to meet the onslaught of
hungry students and to serve
their grub.
They ' re both " n,iling . The µ, o:--

vious half hour is forgotten.
"You seemplee must trry
my crrrepes." Bob says in a
poor French accent.
One girl giggles.
"Everything is looking really
good." another girl says to
Louise.
''Yea, it is, " she answers with
a. sigh of exhaustion an~ giddy
relief. "It really is."

in the .new hamjtshire
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FRENCHTOAST
(syrup and butter)

•

..

Te-a or Coffee

85¢

~

-~--,n Good Wed. Oct 19
< _\ /, \ThruTues. Oct25

l/'J!~;:~il11:30am

Restaurant & Coffee Shop
48 Main Street Durham

1
I§

~0"00 ~

.,Math~matics and language majors...

.

Tol~e the PQTand find out.
If you are receiving a degree in mathematics or in a
foreign language before September 1978, a career
with the National Security Agency could begin with a
training program in one of several different career
fields. That's why the Professional Qualification Test
is so helpful in identifying the NSA field where your
aptitude is strongest.
You must register by November 5 in order to take the
PQT on campus-it will not be given again during the
school year. By scoring well on this test, you will
qualify for an employment interview. During the
interview, an NSA representative will discuss the
role you might play in furthering this ·country's
communications security or in producing vital foreign
intelligence information.
The PQT helps to measure your aptitude for career
areas such as:
LANGUAGES- Foreign languages are valuable tools
for research, analysis, and documentation projects.

[\

· Advanced training in language (perhaps a new
language) can be expected.
COMMUNICATIONS- Developing and tesJ ing logical
designs for global communications is a unique
pursuit. It follows that your training programs in this
area will be both extensive and esoteric.
PROGRAMMING-Our vast communications analysis
projects could not be effectively managed without
the latest computer hardware / software and people
who know how to use them .
PICK UP A PQT BULLETIN at your college placemen1
office. It contains a registration form which you· must
mail prior to November 5 in order to take the test on
November 19.
Electronic Engineering, Computer Science. Slavic,
Mid-Eastern and Asian language majors and Mathematics majors at the Masters level may interview
without taking the PQT.
U.S. Citizenship is required.

"
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Attn : M321
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755 .
An Equal Opportunity Employer m / f.
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Lunch at the Dump

Alcohol ·consumption drops at UNH
ALCOHOL
continued from page 3

niore selective in choosing in·
state students."
terest in alcohol may be attriAccording to the Tin Palace's
buted to the increasing academic Walker, "The students are more
pressure, according to Sanborn.
concerned with their grades.
"The academic climate is Grade inflation has had an efchanging," said Sanborn. "The . fect."
students are studying harder.
Geegas attributes the decrease
This could be a result of the new of interest in alcohol to cycles of
admissions policy where we are student interest.

String Band

DANCING

Fri :-Sat. Bill Staines
& Carl Watanabe

every Fri. & Sat. at the

Many hearts go with you Michele
but their hair must hang around:
Many's the customer thinking doom just fell,

CAPE NEDDICK
INN

but alas, there's a new place in town!

WISHING YOU ALL THE BEST Michele,
WE'LL ALL MISS YOU

Rhythm & Blues

Your old Co-worker
Jo, now of

50' s Rock 'n' Roll By
i

iAIR~RK~~ I

BEN BALDWIN & THE BIG NOTE

I

Phone 868· 7051
29 Main St.
(across from P.O.)

UMl.:tH:tTED

!

25 min. drive

-

From the Portsmouth Circle
go 95N to York
Rt. 1 N to Cape Neddick Inn

G**-.Jric******ie
UNHSALUTES
GREAT AMERICAN HEROES

***********************
· Friday, October 21
8:00p.m. Square Dance, Mub Pub
Sponsored by Mini Dorms
8:00 p.m. A Funny Thing Happened On The Way
To The Forum, Johnson Theater
Sponsored by Celebrity Series
and University Theater
Saturday, October 22
10:30 a.m. Dorm and House Decorations Judging
12:30 p.m. Parade, Main Street to Field House,
Dorm and House Floats, Antique Cars,
and King, The Pony
1 :30 p.m. Football vs. Northeastern
Cheering Contest
Presentations of Awards
8:00 p.m. A Funny Thing Happened On The Way
To The Forum, Johnson Theater
Sponsored by Celebrity Series
and University Theater
ARLO GUTHRIE, Field House

"The kids are going back to
academics," he said. "The school
is demanding more. They don't
come down until later when they
have finished.studying at the Ji.
brary."
Geegas said, "The days of
heavy beer drinking are over.
The kids don't chase the beer
down as fast and as much since
the drinking age changed to 18.
There are more cars on campus.
!!'hey may be taking their business elsewhere."
Sanborn said there is a different attitude among freshmen
than in past years. At the Freshmen Convocation on Sept. 3, an
academic informational wel•
come, over 1000 freshmen showed
up.
"This indicates a renewed interest in academics," said
Sanborn.
"On Labor Day we held an entertainment night in the MUB Pub
for freshmen," said Sanborn.
"We served cookies, popcorn and
cider. No beer. Over 450 students
::howed up." ·
When asked if they thought alcohol consumption on campus
had gone down this year, students
agreed that there was no drop in
weekend drinking. However, the
students said they studied on the
week nights and if they did go out
during the week, the bars were
less crowded than in previous
years.
Sophomore Ju~y Perkins said,
"During the week the bars are
less crowded. My friends are
drinking less. We have more
schoolwork which doesn't leave
us enough time to drink."
"The clubs are just as crowded
during the weekends as they were
in the past. The atmosphere -is
more mellow, though," said
Frank Nigro, a senior civil en·
gineering major.
"There used to be plenty of
parties on Saturday nights," said
Scott Burns. "Now there is only
one. The drinking has cut down.
People are more serious about
their studies."

Church
Presentation
CHURCH PRESENTATION
continued from page 4

about former UNH students
coming to speak for the Church.
"He (Wheeler) is free to bring
people in. It's his half-hour,"
Onoresaid.
Wheeler was unavailable for
further comment.
Muxworthy, who is now Rhode
Island director of the Church,
said Sunday, "The Unification
Church on the UNH campus got
my interest. That was before
CARP was started.
"I joined in 1974, after I left
school," said Muxworthy. "That
year I fund-raised Jor several
months and then spent two
months in our New York City
office. Then I spent two years at
our seminary in Barrytown, New
York."
Muxworthy, who said she has
"bittersweet memories of UNH,"
called her experiences with the
Church "broadening."
Cornish, now registrar at the
Church seminary in Barrytown,
also said she was not involved
with CARP. "I met someone
from the Church in June, 1973,"
she said. "I joined and spent one
and one half years in New Hamp·
shire witnessing and teaching-the usual thing ."
Cornish said tonight's presentation "is a good opportunity to
sit down and clarify any
questions ."
Cornish, who majored in his•
tory, said she would not recommend that college students drop
out of school to join the Church.
"College provides a good perspective," she said, "And the
more college graduates we have
in this group, the better equipped
we are to produce leaders."
Edgerly was unavailable for
comment.
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Women's Center plans for the year
(The Memorial Union Student Organization)"
The Women's Center is run by
five collective members. Four
the art of massage. It will also in- members are active now--Lisa
clude therapeutic values of Dow, Kim Cappel, Libby Grimm,
massage," said Cappel.
Candy Leneau. There is one
The Women's Center plans a opening on the collective, beplay, "Lady on the Rocks" some- cause Sarah Miller resigned this
time in November. The play week because of an overload of
deals with women and alco- work.
holism.
Each member of the collective
An exhibition of women's art · is paid $50 per semester.
and poetry is planned for the end
According to Cappel, the reof the semester.
sponsibility of the organization is
A film series, budgeted for allocated amongst the collective.
$700, has not been finalized yet.
Members all play an equal role in
" We're going for big name
decision making policies.
films this year," said Cappel.
"You have to have worked half
"Small name films only draw a semester before you can be part
small crowds. We're planning on of the collective." safd Cappel.
showing the small films in dorms .
"No men have showed any inThe big name films will be shown terest in a collective position. A
in the MUB--possibly with MUSO few have talked about it infor~

WOMEN'S CENTERcontinued from page 2

mally but no papers have been
filed. It is open to men if they file.
Like everyone, they have to go
through a screening by the collective and have to be voted on by
the general membership," said
Cappel.
Cappel said there are abol!t
'three consistently active women ·
in the membership, but about 50
women have inquired about programs through their office.
The collective meets every
Friday for two hours and the general membership meets every
other week_
Cappel said general membership meetings are usually attended by about 15 people.
The Women's Center office is in
room 136 of the MUB. The collective members have scheduled
office hours.

Kim Cappel, an active member at the Women's Center.
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Campus Copy o(Durham
invites you to
Prophet?

Teacher?

Brainwasher?

"HAVE IT YOUR WAY"

True Christian?

we're offering all our customers
somethjng special, because we
appreciate your business.
We hope you like it.
Charlatan?

Capitalist?

Socialist?

Messiah?

ALL COPIES
*notes
*thesis ,
dissertations
*questionnaires
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*
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Ex-POW?

Sage?
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Make up your·
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Tonight
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* design

* typing
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editorial
Affirmative actions
No one has filed papers for candidacy in the student body president election. While members of
Student Government are not worrying about the
situation, there is the potential for serious problems in the near future.
Jennifer Ford, vice president for special assignments, is coordinating the elections which will be
helJ tJov . 16 and 17. She is concentrating her efforts on getting students to vote those two days.
While her efforts are to be appreciated, she may be
missing the real problem--why nobody is running .
Most people agree that 'the job of student body
president consists of long hours, little pay and a
lot of frustration . These aspects of the job must be
turning off a large segment of the student population . It's a shame that no one has the initiative to
take on these important responsibilities.
But the problem seems to lie with StucfPnt
Government itself. In recent years, the government has had little real effect in campus -issues.
Two years ago, a naive Student Government endorsed a pass/ fail system which was ridiculous, to

·put it kindly .
Last year, a 24 hour dormitory visitation proposal died in a questionable -manner with little reaction from the Student Government. The members led a student demonstration last year, but the
proposals which were made were never seriously
followed up.
Just this past week, Student Government almost
called off the film portion of tonight's presentation
countering the Unification Church's program. Fortunately, the move was reconsidered.
Jim O 'Neill, the current Student Body President, had tried to take the low profile approach to
issues on campus; He prefers to act quietly and behind the scenes, instead of ranting and raving and
getting administrators incensed.
Through no lack of effort, O'Neill often sees

The election for the next student body president
is only one month away. A valid question is, how
can any candidate wage a solid campaign, and
present a qualified image in only one month's
time?

him<;p]f fighting :rn Pnrlle<:<: b::ittle . He h::is: to

tion, a.nd valid otundo on ioouco ouch a" build- up:, ,

caution against smart, suave administrators and
legislators taking advantage of him and the student body. He has tried, but the image of the Student Government has not really improved.

increasing numbers of administrators and overcrowded classes is a must.
Issues and confjdrnce in the system will bring
out qualified, interei;ted candidates.

This is the problem Student Government must
address. A 100 per cent turnout on election day is
worth nothing if an unqualified candidate is the
winner. Of course, higher turnout is expected, and
should be forthcoming. But candidates need issues
to talk over. Candidates need fuel to prepare a
valid campaign. It's up to the Student Government to provide the incentive which a qualified
student body president will want to work with
and for.
Affirmative action, such as tonight's presenta-

letters
• . .. with highly successful results.
. My letter of Oct. 11 was written as a
pbint-by-point, frame-by-frame
anal vsis of the ea rt.non . A ft Pr vP" r~ nf
1training in debate and litera~y
criticism , I've learned that if you 've
got a comment to make, you'd better
back yourself up in an organized manner. Mr. Finegold interprets this
basically academic approach as
"highly emotional and_ fanatically
damning," when in reality it is both
rational and logical. Rather than
responding in kind, with a point-bypoint defense of his cartoons, Mr.
Finegold babbles on about his liberal
upbringing in Portland, Me., and his
half-baked philosophy of contemporary humor.
Who's being emotional here? If he
could get it together enough to
present a decent argument that his
strip of Oct. 7 was either non-sexist or
benignly sexist, I'd be happy to write a
letter of apology, admitting misinterpretation on my part.
As for you, Abe, I'm sure you {llean
well, and I respect you for being a
caring person, but nevertheless your
letter reads like a worn volume of Rod
McKuen's poetry. We can't all walk
·hand-in-hand in the sunshine of
brotherly and sisterly love until we
learn the mutual and self-respect that
comes from awareness - that's what
my letter was all about. Furthermore,
my breasts and your beard will not be
on the same footing anywhere until the
day comes, when you're afraid to walk
home from the library by yourself late
at night because you know someone
stronger than you - physically and

politically - might jump out of the
bushes to wrestle you to the gound
<more than bruising or humiliating
you in the process) to cop a feel of your
hairy chin. Catch my drift?
Finegold and Abe seem to b<:? saying,
"Look, Jan - sexism 's a part of life.
Sit (or lie) back and laugh ." Well,
they 're right. Sexism is a part of life.
But so is diarrhea. And that 's why
civilization has come up with
paragoric and letters to editors . ..
which, incidentally, Abe, are only
"nice and safe" if you don't haye the
nerve to sign Jour last name.
Jan Folkertsma

1'..le\·en characters have been seen in ridicule. If Mr. Finegold considers the
"On Campus " this sPmester. Out of characters in his strip to be real life
these elC'ven. one was a woman - Tor- people in authentic situations,
tia Phial. On the comic page of tlw wouldn't he want to promote an image
Wednesdav. Oct . 12 edition of the of quality and awareness instead of
Boston Giobe, there were 29 strip tactlessness and- stupidity?· It is exactTo the Editor :
characters speaking . Twenty of them 1y tn1s kmct ot subtle sexual attack that
I thank Mr. Finegold for disclosing
were male . Eight of tht>m werp must be put in perspective if a sexual
that he found my letter of Oct. 11
fl'mak. In Thursdav·s Globe tlH'rt' awareness of people is to occur.
funnier than his cartoons. I take that
\1·t>rl' 2:1 male spP,iking characters and Finegold's image of Tortia's sexualitv
as a compliment. I intended the letter
seven female characters. And on is as insulting to me as a woman as
to have a streak of humor in it, and I,
Fridav. out of :l2 characters. onlv nine some of the four letter euphemisms
for one, l'an hardly ever resist a oneof tlwin were female . This strikt•s me I'm quite sure Mr. Finegold has heard
liner. In this case, to paraphrase
as odd in a country where over half the in reference to his Jewish heritage.
Tortia herself, the joke was obviously
•
population is female.
Mr. Finegold lastly expressed that
on_Finegold.
If nearlv all art forms ar<' "a look at one should be able to laugh at one's
On thing that I was not aware of, is
people and situations" as Mr . Finegold self - sorry Finegold, but I didn't
that Finegold sees himself as a social
asserts in lasl Friday 's paper. where write the strip, so why should I be
humorist: "There is no prejudice or
are the women '' My sex makes up a laughing? Further, I was not aware
repressions when you can laugh at
majority of the "people" in this coun- that forethought and laughing were
yourself and be proud of it," he claims .
try and is responsihll' for . or par- synonymous with self-appreciation.
To an extent, I agree with this . I see
li:·ipates in. thousands and thousands
My hope would be that Mr. Finegold,
To
the
Eo.ior
:
carioons as one of many possible
,il "situations" dail\· . Where are we·>
along with everyone else who saw the
Anger is a plac<' where chane:P
media for acheiving a heightened
We art> in kitcliens. in offices. in comic strip and read the editorial page
begins . I appreciated Jan Fokerts- laboratories. in elassrnoms. in fields.
political and social awareness and as a
that followed, can see beyond the
ma ·s angrv ldter in the Oct. 11 issu!'
reflection, bad or good, of our society
in factori,,, . and so on. But -.·,T\ lew of comic strip itself and incorporate this
of
Th
<'
New
Hampshire.
It
was
- along with simply giving us all a
us are 01: ll'lt:\·ision. in motion pie - into real life. I hope that his awareness
good . The letter prompted needed
break where we can laugh.
tures. in the newspaper. on radio or in of sexual stereotyping has been raised.
thought
on
the
treatment
of
women
in
A fine example of this was in
comic strips. In this case. those of us 111 It's time that subliminal seduction
tht> media which :·esulted in 8ob l<'ineDoonesburY., when Gary Trudeau made
comic strips are flat. stere>ot yped energy of this type be put into
gold
·s
and
Abt'·s
respom,es
in
the
us laugh at ourselves, chauvinists and
characters. Sonwthing is wrong.
something much more valuable such
followi
r
;
issue.
feminists alike, in his depiction of the
Surely Mr . Fin'.'gold has found him- as the Media Images-Focus on Women
I
share
the
same
anger
as
Ms.
adventures of Ms. Caucus. There are
self in encounters with fl'males wht>rc program that was held during the first
Folker,s1-.ia in response to the comic
two differences between Finegold and
the int<'raction did not focus upon the week of October.
strip
"On
Campus
...
Hut
it
seems
that
Trudeau : Trudeau makes us laugh at
wom·an·s bodv . Surelv humor was
Deborah A. Nason
some
reade>rs
had
problems
gelling
ourselves and feel , not proud, but
present in thcis<' situations . But \1·hy
Office of Residential Life
past the emotion of Ms. l<'olkertsma·s
chagrined. Finegold shows us human
did he choose this situation lo c<1rtoon·1
letter to !ht> point she was making of
folly and then endorses it. Secondly.
Whe>rP is the humor·' I saw more men
(II(' sexism in the cartoon . There 1s
women are not the target of Trudeau 's
laughing than wnmen. Something is
sonwthing
to
be
upset
about.
Let's
aphumor, whereas they can be for
deepl y wrong.
proaeh the problem on a more obFinegold. Instead, Trudeau is so unIn his letter. Mr . Finegold ad _je~
·tivl'
levPI.
prejudiced as to aim at society at large
moni shes us to. " Open your I our! To the Editor:
Tackiness aside, Mr. Finegold's
eyes. please. and se!' the beauty and
good \1·hiciJ could not be without the humor is appallingly feeble.
Daniel Paul
ugl:, and the t>\'il. .. But we all havp an
Michael Minigan
Editor-in-Chief
74 Litchfield Road
t>ven greater challenge . We must opl'll
Ginny Maytum
Londonderry, N.H. 03053
Managing Editor
our eves . our se>nses . our minds. and
Chris Dobbrow
Business Manager
our hearts to SCP thl' heaut~· and good .
Gary Langer
News Editors
the -undcn'loped potential. that could
Mark Pridham
be . but is not. because ol oppression
Paul Keegan
and prejudic<'. hecau~P'l'>f the ugl y a•1d
Sports Editor
the e\·il. We an• challengPd to see. to
Dana Jennings
Arts Editor
be angr~•. and to take action .
Steven Morrison
Photo Editor
.Jody Leigh Blouch
Artlllman
Ass·t Photo Editor
NewmarkPt To lhP Erlilor:
Since the departure of Rick Bean, attendance
at the MUB Pub has been exEditorial
Barbara Scott
Prod uctions Debbie Basse
tremely poor. and. up until recently. I
Assistant Sue Nickerson
Staff
Kathy Scrizzi
agreed with the majority of MUB Pub
Deidre Hamrock
To the Editor:
Susan Sowers
fans who ha ve deserted. But. last
Karen Lincoln
Stott
It
is
with
much
regret
that
I
find
it
Rick Tomkins
Wednesday night made me realizf'
Nancy Loeb
Reporters Lee Hunsaker
necessary
·
to
write
this
letter.
Bill Tsoupas
that Bean is not the only one who can
Mark Mans
However, my feelings as a woman, as do a disco show. Casey Holt did a fanKate McClare
Barbara Walsh
Cheryl Portaluppi
Ja yne Sears
as
a
human
being
have
a
student
and
Skip Wohlgemuth
tastic job with the music ai,d. unlike
Kathy Simons
Reporters
been pounced upon. I have been in- some of the other disc jockeys who
Hillary Scott
sulted.
Ph ilippa Benson
Photographers Brenda Cooperman
have worked at the pub in recent
I found Bob Finegold's comic strip weeks. Holt didn't melt into his seat
Maryanne aerry
Production Associate
Lee Hunsaker
Win Helfrich
Don Burnett
of Oct. 7 extremely offensive. I was of- behind the stereo. He has professional
Shannon Speier
Fred Carter
fended at his depiction of Tortia Phlat style.
Circulation Manager
Jim Kaklamanos
Jim Elsesser
as a sexual novelty and further offendJulia Coan
Nick Novick
Unfortunately. there were only a few
ed that as that novelt¥,. she was set-up
Advertising Manager
Rosalie Davis
Scott Spalding
TomAsacker
people there to enjo~' it. Luckily. he is
for
public
ridicule.
Jerry Desmarais
June Wehrly
going to be there a!sain this WPdAside from the comic strip itself, I nesday night.
Steven Ericson
Advertising Associates
KathyGrota
Majorie Fedel!
am
extremely
disappointed
with
the
Debby Gaul
Tom Var.lev
Valerie Heine
Whoever hired Casey Holt should be
ratignale Mr. Finegold used in his
Melissa Greer
response to Ms. Jan Folkertsma's let- applauded. and whoever doesn't come
Copy Editor
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Libby Von Grimm
Holly Du-,r.
to the MUB Pub Wednesday night is
Julia Hanks
ter <Oct. 14). I am amazed that he uses really missing out.
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Gary Langer

Be prepared
At 7 p.m. tonight in the Memorial Union
Building, the Unification Church will make its
pitch.
Massachusetts Unification Church Director
!Aidan Darry said y_esterday the Church wants "to
provide students with an alternative to their
future." Darry said the Church is "working on our
global strategy. We believe we are into setting up
a counter culture."
Church members tonight will ltndoubtedly talk
about togetherness, global peace, and inner
harmony.
The Student Government will follow the
Church presentation with its own program,
showing another side of the Unification Church.
This show will not be as pretty as the one preceding it. It wil1 include charges of brainwashing,
kidnapping, and harassment, and gruesome
storic:, of dcprog1dnu-11i11g c:111Ll !:>uicide.
Students who attend these programs should go
To the Editor:
Being a building manager in the
MUB on nights and weekends. I'm exposed to a lot of !he entertainment that
goes through the PUB. f<'or the past
several weeks, the place has been
basically empty. and for good reason
too. To be truthfully honest about it. a
good percentage of the entertainment
that the PUB has had this vear has
been poor, specifically on Wednesday
nights. Students were right not to go.
It wasn't worth it.
But now it's worth it, because there
is a new D.J. in the PUB . His name is
Casey Holt. and he's great. He's not
your basic fraternity or Keg· Room
d.j .. he's a pro. straight from the
Brothers .J in Nashua. He knows his
work. hl'S good at it. and he puts on a
hell of a show.
The PUB has good entertainment
now. All they need is people. So all
those people out there who think that
the PUB still stinks. you·re wrong.
Come down on Wednesdav and let
Casey prove it to you.
·
Ed I\Jaranjo
Bldg. Manager. MUB

with an open mind. Yet it is important, for the students' own well being, that they are informed of ·
the controversy which has surrounded the Unification Church. It is with this goal in mind that
The New Hampshire has given the Church and
its activities extensive coverage over the past few
weeks.
·
It is important for students to know the charges
of wrongdoing that have been leveled-against the
Church.
It is important to know that New Hampshire
Unification Church Director Charles Wheeler has,
in the past week, gone from saying the
Church "has no active members on campus," to
saying they "did a survey on the film" they will be
showing tonight, to finally admitting Church
members have "witnessed" on cam·pus .and will
probably continue to do so.
It is important to know that the three former
UNH students who will be answering questions ·

Disorder
To the Editor:
Are you tired of disorder in the Federal government and of government
officials who go against the wishes of
the people whose votes put them
there?
Then I urge each and , every one of
you to let your Senators and Congressmen, both here in New Hampshire and
1he other 49 states, know how you feel
in connection with this idiotic thing
with the surrender of the Panama
Canal and surrounding areas to
Panama, who never owned it, or the
Communists, who, more than likely,
will get control of it.
This is the only way those of you,
who are of voting age, can halt the
destructive path down which we are
being led by our President and his
Cabinet.

for the Church tonight are doing so contrary to
the expectations of J. Gregg Sanborn, acting vice
provost for student affairs, who granted the
Church permission , to use the MUB in the first
place.
It is important to know that Student Body President Jim O'Neill has said these issues may raise
questions regarding Wheeler's integrity, and that
Sanborn said he may have to question the group's
sincerity.
It is wrong to prejudge, to dismiss the Church
before they have their say. But it is equally
wrong to attend tonight's program without a certain amount of wariness.
By all means, heed the advice of the Unification
Church in its advertisement in this issue and
"make up your own mind."
But before you do make up your mind, first
make sure you are fully informed on the goals and
alleged practices o(the Unification Church.

America, join together, before it is in Durham will rise even more. I at- r:r.r.r..r~..r..r..r.r.r..r..cr..r.r..,07
too late! Stop Carter from selling us tended the Concord hearing and Steve
down the river to the Reds in Cuba and Ruback of the L.U.C.C. exposed some
. of Public Service Co.'s shams. P.S.C. ll
the USSR.
Peter Arel said they were asking for an increase
of 20 percent in the base rate of elec169 Oak Hill Ave.
ll
Manchester, N.H. tric bills (to cover construction work .
m progress on the Seabrook Plant in- R
directly by increasing return on in- ~
vestment, and making P.S.C. stocks
look good, so more capital will be invested) .
However, Ruback had Robert
Harrison, a vice president of P.S.C., do
Ur a
O
the computations before everyone at
the hearing. In actuality, they are
asking for a 26.8 per cent increase in
R
the base rate, Further, questioning Ss
~
revealed the fact that Mr. Harrison
R
To the Edi tor:
~
Your Oct. 14 paper covered the issue has no scientific background (which
of rising rents in the Durham area, but would help him understand how
an important issue - that of the rate · n11cle11r power works) and that he has
hike hearings between Public Service an amazing amount of control over R
Co. of N.H. and the L.U.C.C. the business - being ultimately N
<Legislative Utility Consumer Coun- responsible for the Accounting and
cil) that began on Tuesday in Concord .Treasury Div1s1ons and the 1!:conomtc
- was ignored. This issue is one stu- Analysis and Planning Department.
Carol Servetnick los
dents should be aware of.
Business Adrnin. Minor
If electric utility costs rise, then rents
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So you're going out tonight to see a movie?
By Brendan DuBois
E.M. Loew's Civic and Cinema: These two theaters are lo-

the audience while viewing a
movie.
The Franklin also offers a special service. If enough people ask
for a movie, no matter how outof-date it may be, the Franklin
theater will try to get it for a
showing.
***

cated less than a block apart in
downtown Portsmouth, and are
operated by the same company.
Each building is a remodeled
stage theater, complete with pi!"
Jars , balconies, and stage. Instead of being an asset, though,
this is a liability.
It distracts from the movies
being shown. One expects a vaudeville troupe to come prancing in
any moment and start performing. The movies are in good condition, and the food is usual and
run-of-the-mill.
These theaters' main problem

Located on Woodbury Avenue in
Portsmouth, this theater offers
some of the best parking in the
area, with plenty of room. However, the cinema manages to offset this good point.
The popcorn at this theater is
wretched. The alleged food is
burnt, over-cooked, and drowned
in butter. Each popcorn container seems to carry its own
miniature Siberian salt mine,
making a drink necessary. This
may be planned.
Speaking of drinks, the Jerry

This is a consumer's look at
cinemas and drive-ins in the
area. Stars are used to rate
each establishment, *-poor,
**-fair, ***-good, ****-excellent.

Jerry Lewis Twin Cinemas:

i:i parking. Or lack of it. There

Lowis chargoo outragcou:i pricc:i

is no good place to park in the
immediate area, and if you do
find a place, parking tickets
abound.

for sodas. For example, twentyfive cents gets you a Dixie cup
full of ice, along with a smattering of soda.
However, the Jerry Lewis does
offer a clean, attractive interior
with the usual admittance price
(three dollars). The movies are
all first runs, and jn good condition.
***
Newington Drive-In: This
theater is located on Route 16
in Newington, and has the dubi-

**

Franklin Theater: Located at
Jenkins Court in Durham, this
small but cozy establishment offers decent movies at a student
rate of $1.75. Parking isn't great
(there is limited room) but the
food is fine.
Although the theater is small,
rt with
there is a feelin of ra

f

The Franklin is one of the best cinemas in the area. (Art Illman photos).
ous distinction of being the only
theater in the Seacoast area that
constantly shows pornographic
movies. As can be expected, the
Newington does a booming business. The food is mediocre, and
the prices are fair for a drivein.
**
Rochester Drive-In: This
theater, located in northern
Rochester, is the worst drive-in
theater in the area.
The driving is horrible, with
many holes in the pavement, like
a battlefront. The food is uniformly bad, with the most indigestable pizza around. The management almost always shows Rrated movies, of the type that
feature busty girls and surfboards.

*

Route 16 Drive-In: This is a
drive-in located in southern
Rochester, and it's an average
.t heater. Food is mediocre, and
the theater can be plainly seen
from the roadway, for those folks
who like to view movie and read
lips at the same time.

**

Strand Theater: This movie
house is located on Third Street
in Dover. Two things separate
this theater from other establishments. First, the Strand is the
only theater in the area that
charges one dollar for each
movie shown. The dollar price is
constant, and the Strand, naturally, does a roaring business.
The second thing is that the
Strand offers the best popcorn
in the area. Each kernel is popped to perfection, and softly
drenched in butter, with a slight
sprinkling of salt. The Strand's ****

- 1

The Strand appeals to a rowdy clientele.

:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::=====::=::::::::=:====:=======::::::::::=:::=:=::::::::::::====::::::=========::===========:=:::=::

popcorn outclasses the competition effortlessly.
However, the Strand, having
made two good points, then
makes four bad points.
The Strand has an unpleasant
interior. The floor is always
sticky with the remains of spilled
drinks, and trash is scattered
randomly.
Some seats have torn upholstery, and broken springs emerge
from the padding, ready to impale hapless patrons.
Secondly, the films the Strand
receives are always inferior
prints. They are scratchy, out of
synch, and the background noise
is reminiscent of a fire in a Rice
Kris pies factory.
Thirdly, the Strand attracts a
rowdy clientele, who tend to be
slightly drunk and manage to
wreck the movie experience by
yelling and singing.
And lastly, the management of
the Strand is somewhat impolite
and unfriendly. They search people's bags to make sure that there
are no cans or bottles being
smuggled in, and they snarl at
children for an explainable reason.
**
Tri-City Cinemas: These
twin theaters are at Tri-City
Plaza in uptown Dover. They are
the best theaters in the area.
The building is clean and attractive, and the service is excellent. The popcorn, while not up
to the Strand's standards, is all
right. There are student and
senior citizen discount tickets.
The Tri-City always offers excellent first-run movies, and the
parking is good.

preview ':=:=:=:=::::::::::::::::;:::::::::·:·:::-:-:::-:::::::·:::::·:·:::::·:\:·:::::·:::·:·:·:·:::\:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::;:::;:::::::;::::::::::::::::::'.::::::::::::::::/:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:

Tuesday, October 18

-Thursday, October 20

·

Star Wars is at tlze Franklin for its final showing.
6:30 and 8:45.
Greased Lightning starring Richard Pryor is at the Franklin .
6:30 and 8:30 P.M.

Charles Simic, UNH poet in residence, will be gzving
a poetry reading in the Forum Room of the library
at8 P.M.

UNH Theater's Forum continues at Johnson
8 P.M. Go see it.

Theater.

Take the Money and Run is a film at the MUB Pub.

-

Timothy Bottoms and Cloris Leachman star in The Last
Picture Show in the Strafford Room of the MUB.
7 and 9:30 P.NJ.. 75 cents.

Wednesday, October 19
Richard Pryor stars in Greased Lightning at the Franklin .
6:30 and 8:30 P.M.

Cormac McCarthy is at the MUB Pub. Folk music.

Disco at the MUB Pub with Casey Holt.

On Great Performances at 9 P.M.,
"Pagliacci"
(Leoncavallo's classic opera) is sung in Italian at La Scala
in Milan. Channel 11.
·
UNH Theater's A Funny Thing Happened on the Way
to the Forum has a matinee at 2 P.M . Johnson Theater.
An excellent production.

Beverly Sills stars in the
opera "Manon". Channel 11
at 8 P .M., Tuesday.

Be sure to watch the final episode of The Richard Pryor
Show at 9 P.M., channel 4. The best comedy in prime
time dies.
For those of you with writing aspirations, Serendipity,
the communications department magazine is looking for
writers and editors. Applications at Student Press and
the Theater and dimmunications office.
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NH art show is impressive
Art in New Hampshire, spon-

sored by The New Hampshire
Art
Association. - This travelling show will be at the
New England Center until the
end of October.
By Dana Jennings
"Art in New Hampshire" is an
exhibit featuring the best work of
New Hampshire Art Association
artists according to NHAA juror
Jafar Shojar.
It is an impressive exhibit.
The best works in the show are
done in media other than paint.
It's not that the paintings are
bad, technically they range from
good to excellent, but generally
the paintings deal with themes
too familiar to evoke an
emotional response.
The prints and photographs are
the high point of the exhibit.
"All He Wants is What Nature
Planned for Him" is :i b<>:iutiful
silkscreen by Elizabeth Wilson
(Nashua). The print depicts an
alligator rising from the depths of
a murky river.
The greens in the print are so
vivid it looks like it's photosynthesizing. The style used by
Wilson is reminiscent of the
Howard Pyle/Barry Smith school
of book illustration:
"Field" is another good print.
This woodcut by Elizabeth Mayor
(Hanover) is a perfect molding of
field, fence and sun.
The use of black line creates interesting negative space and an
atmosphere where grasshoppers
and garter snakes go about their
daily business.
"Autumn's Splendor," a
silkscreen, by Marcia Gibbons
(Wellesley, Mass.) brings
autumn alive. The yellows burst
with nova brilliance and the bark
of the birches comes off in your
hand. The only thing missing is a
group of kids playing touch football on a leaf-strewn lawn.
Among the photographs, those
that are the best are the most unconventional.
P.aul Saltmarsh's "Avard's
Wall" is an example of the outrageous things than can be done
with photography.
The photo shows a normal city
street, complete with fire
hydrant. But instead of a normal
city building wall in the back-

A great place should serve
great food. Right?
....... Right!

SCORPIO'S PUB
ENJOY US BEFORE AND
AFTER THE GAME

Folk Art Emporium
29 Main St.
(Across from Post Office)
ground, Saltmarsh has imposed
the breasts of a woman.
The effect is jarring, but funny
and effective.
Another weird piece by Saltmarsh is "Eye in Window." This
Magrittesque photo has an eye
looking through a window into a
bare room .
"Apparition" by Richard
Merritt (Dover) is an eerie,
frightening piece that looks like
it's straight out of Nf:ght Gallery.
It shows a tormented face iin:
bedded in a sidewalk.
In other m_edia Joseph Tripetti 's (Manchester) enamel,
"Pod" is full of throbbing energy.
The pod depicted is crystalline
and is full of so much energy it
looks like it's mutating.
The negative space in "Pod"
reinforces its power.
Although
other
media
dominate the exhibit, there are
intriguing paintings.
"Cosmic Probability" is an oil
painting by Jim Lambert
<Bristol). The painting depicts a

shadowy, half-li"t world where
Christ, 2001 A Space Oddysey
and the Pilgrims have fused into
a dark, mystifying vision.
Lambert's use of blacks and
bro..,ns reinforces the darkness
of the work.
Lucille
Davis
Grimm's
(Amherst)
watercolor,
"Overlooking the View" is an interestng combination of Cubism
and Impressionism. The painting
is bright and fragmented, but
human shapes are discernible.
It's like a movie shown from a
projector that uses the Northern
Lights as a bulb.
Although these two paintings
show what is right about some
paintings in the exhibit, Lorraine
Koch Palmer's (Kittery, MeJ
"Marshwood Farm" shows what
is wrong.
This pastel takes a southern
plantation mentality and imposes
it on a New England farm. The
result is jarring and weakens this
common farm landscape.

UNH
CELEBRITY
SERIES
presents .

LORIN
HOLLANDER
pianist

"Cosmic Probability" by Jim Lainbert

and members of the UNH_Faculty Woodwind
Quintet: James Cummings, oboe
Keith Polk, horn
David Seiler, clarinet
Linda Seiler, oboe
Chaconne for Solo Violin, arranged for piano left hand alone,
Bach-Brahms
Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring, Bach-Hess
Quintet in E-Flat Major for Piano and Winds, Opus 16, Beethoven
Pictures at an Exhihition, Mussorgsky

8 p.m., Thursday, November 3
Johnson Theater
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Durham
Senior citizens and UNH students $4 in
advance; General public $5.50.
Memorial Union Ticket Office, 862-2290
10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Monday-Friday
Ask about dinner at the New England Center's
Concord Dining Room and free shuttle service
to the concert

"The Field" by Elizabeth Mayor
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Football

comics

by Bob Finegold'

On Campus
G1lE'AT- HE'S J"vsr THE
1ERSollI'V£ 1!££N ')'{IN6To
HANG A)tOUNl) WITH.

Debbie Blood

Our Better Side

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
WHAT FOUOt<IS AR£ SOME f f
1H& MOST FR£Qt/£NTlY ASKEP
QUESTIONS ABOUT UIOM&N,
WHICH W&'tl TRY TO ANSW&R.
HER& IN PLAIN, SIMP/.-£
/
tANGt/A6£.

"IUITH TH& AOVENT OF
EQUAl OPPORTIJNITY FOR.
WOMEN IN COlUGIAT&
- SPORTS, TH&RE IS NOW A
0
NEW TO £DUCAT& ATHf.-&T£5
/ ABOUT THE SPORTS
SITt/ATION A5 IT
CU~&NTLY £XISTS."

?ff;__

1l?

S_ll

3

4

5

6

8

9

l O 11

12
45
47
trial (1925) 48
Gem resembling a 50
51
beetle
Writer of "Break- 52
fast at Tiffany's"
Mr. Mann
S3
Certain teeth
54
Paints
Actor Warner 55
"My Gal - "
58
The Beehive State 60
majesty
61
Ziegfeld workers . 62
Surfeit
63
Explosive
Baby's footwear
A Kennedy
Ocean animal
(2 wds.)
1
Oua 1-purpose
2
3
couches
4
Recede
African antelope
5
Worked at the
6
circus
·7
Insect larvae
8
George's lyricist 9
ACROSS

1
7
13
14
15
16
18
19
21
22
23
25
26

27
29
30
32
34
35
36

,.

40
44

© Edward Julius,

I

BOOTERS
continued from page 20
nation.
Dick Keirnan booted in the two
Wildcat goals on Friday, both in
the second half. His first came on
an indirect kick from about 20
yards out with UVM cruising
along, 5-0 at the time.
The second tally came on much
Hermit
10 Plant branch
the same type of play (a direct
Common prefix
11 Recording-tape
kick to the upper hand corner of
Actress Theda material
the Catamount net), bringing
Laminated rock
12 Tardy
Statistics measure 15 NFL team
UNH within three.
Ballplayer 17 Loses hair
But both of the goals were just
Slaughter
20 School subject
for record as UVM had the conLawn, Illinois 23 Georgia product
test. under control for the entire
"West Side Story"
24 Entrance to the
game.
ocean (2 wds.)
character
"I think the weather really hurt
Smaller
27· Best-selling book
us more than it did them
Repeating
28 Irish dramatist
Odtl
31 Pants part
(UVM)," said Young. "Had the
Make invalid
33 Bother
field and weather been better, we
Awards
36 Agreed
might have had a better offense."
Ground up by
37 Element #92
Friday's game was played in
rubbing
38 French river
constant rain with a cold, gusting
39 Works with cattle
wind which whipped across the
40 Farm job
DOWN
field. It was a chilly, soggy day for
41 Oo hospital work
Type of triangle
42 Prepared for boxing
spectators and a frozen mud bath
Card game
43 French legislature
for the players.
Express an opinion 46 Pasture sound
Wildcat forward Scott Davis
Body of water
49 Made inquiry
said, "My hands were so cold and
Summer in Soissons 51 French revolutionist
numb that I could barely throw
54 Prefix for ton
Class meeting
the ball in from the sidelines.''
Bombarded
56 Shrub genus
Prisoner
57 Electric Young said that Kiernan has
Coach Parseghian
59 Prefix: three
been playing more offensively in
the last two games to put his "offensive talent" to use.
"He's a strong player," conANSWERS BELOW
tinued-Young, "and I'd prefer to
have him back on defense, but
Glen Williams has been filling in
for him and has been doing a good
job. In a tight situation, though,
we'll put Dick back."
Recently, the Cats have been
looking like a second half team ,
the kind that can pour it on in the
latter stages of a match.
Young says that is because of
Durham Bike
the break at halftime "where
Lights--generator & Ba.ttery
" we can talk things out and make
Flashlight holders 98 cents
adjustments. It gives us a chance
locks - coils - ·cables , chains
to approach the game in a different view. , .
Winter rates on overhauls
The way · things stand now, it
10 percent off all bikes in stock
appears that there could be a lot
Perfect used Schwinn Le Tour $130
of talking in the locker room in
Used 3 spds from $30
the next three weeks.
868-5634 I

Our ad office
ANSWERS
TO .
COLLEGIATE
CROSSWORD

I

Soccer

collegiate crossword
2

!. l{JHAT
&XACT/.-Y IS
A "WOMAN"'?

FOOTBALL
continued from page 20
The only Blue Devil score came
in the second quarter on a gift,
when Jeff Allen threw his first interception of the year, giving
Central Conn. first and goal at the
UNHseven.
Bowes took out his offensive
first string with five minutes left
to play . in the half. The second
half was a sloppy, muddy exhibition marked by penalties, turnovers and only one touchdown.
''I can't single out anybody -individually," said Bowes. "We
played a total of about 70 kids out
there, which is quite a few."
UNH's fifth touchdown came
on a 48 yard pass from Jeff Allen
to Lee Pope.
Pope headed down the right
sideline and looked up at about
the ten to find Allen's toss . "My
man turned the wrong way," sc,1id
Pope. "I think he was looking at
me and not the ball."
Pope snared the ball with an
expertly-timed leap and made it
1iito the end zone to give the Cats
a 35-7 lead at halftime. The senior
split end also broke the UNH
record for yards gained receiving
in a career. He surpassed Bill
Degan's mark of 1,073 yards with
his first reception. Pope now has
1,132 career yards .
Allen, who eventually came out
in favor of soptiomore Tom
Leavitt, hit on his usual, above~O-per cent completion average,
going five-for-nine for 109 yards .
Leavitt showed exceilerit poi~,'.o
with 43-yard touchdown pass w
freshman Peter Clark in the third
quarter. The punter/quarterback
was three-for-four on the day.
With this latest rout by UNH,
the Wildcats have now outscored
their last four opponents (West
Chester, UConn and UMaine
were the others) by a combined
total of 166-21.

has moved
to rm 108
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.English tei;t.chers ·react to plagiarism
· PLAGIARISM
continued from page 3
" I don 't have any hard ·num- ·
bers, although two more· cases
have come to me this .week; I
hope the warning has · ·been
enough to scare any more ·_off, "
he said.
...· · •
About a dozen cases of plagiar. ism have been reported· to
·r,irn,:,,.plli this semester:. · Ai:.c
cording_to a staff letter he wrote
last week, Carnacelli is "outraged by the amount, which is
the most ever reported at- this
juncture."
.
Melville Neilson, associate
dean of liberal arts , said ·none .
of the recent cases have been
officially reported to hiin, or
appealed.
·
Marilyn Johnson, a 401 teacher,
said "I've had some suspicious
papers but I let th~m ride. I-am
not going to take a good paper
and assume it's been plagiarized.
1 don 't want to deal witfi it until
it slaps me in the face. "
Jay Simmons, a 401 instructor,
said, "I have had a very suspicious paper passed in. If I can
prove that it's been plagiarized,
I think that student should be
flunked. The student that plagiarizes has violated my trust. The
trust developed between student
and teacher is essential in this
course."
Instructor Johnson said, "Each
case becomes individual. If I
found a case of plagiarizing, I
would assume that the student
didn't understand. It's hard. to
make decisions on rules."
In Carnacelli 's letter to the
staff he said, "Ignorance, real
cir claimed, is no excuse for
breaking a University rule."
Nancy Forsythe, a 401 student,
said . "It doesn't speak well of
a teacher if they don't flunk the
student that's caught plagiarizing. They are going against
rules that they are asking us to
follow .
·
"Plagiarizing won't stop unless
students who are caught are

punished. We have been warned
enough. Most students know what
plagiarism is, and they know it's
wrong," said Forsythe.
. Another 401 teacher who would
not give his name said, " If the
student doesn't do it intentionally , it's probably best dealt with
between the teacher and the student."
A freshman who was suspected
of plagiarizing said, " The instructor asked me if : it was my
work. I told her it was, and shE
dropped the issue. It didn't
matter if it was or wasn 't any
way, because it was only a couple
of paragraphs."
Richard Kelly, a 401 instructor ,
said, " Cases and suspicious
papers should be reported to the
staff director (Carnacelli) and

to the department head. All cases ELECTIONS
should be handled in accordance continued from page 3
'
with the same policy. It isn 't at .this. point," Crowley
said.
ethical not to ."
· " There 's a great deal of preparaSally MacEachern, . a . 401 tion involved. A candidate has to
teacher, said, "It's very serious. know how to operate and has to
The student should be reported, .know the issues. I feel I wasn't
and if the evidence is clear,
should be flunked, according to
policy."
Other students and instructors
feel .Mlat the best way to solve
the problem may be done
between teacher and student.
Kevin Donnelly, a freshman,
said, "Plagiarism is cheating,
and it's wrong . But the teacher
should have the say about the
punishment. It's kind of harsh
to flunk them. Do they really
learn anything by getting
flunked? "

:

t
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"Fancy Meats and Fine Provisions"
SPECIALS THIS WEEK

UNH

BOOKSTORE
PROMOTION ON RECORDINGS
$1.99
A good selection of RECORDS
$2.99
or EIGHT TRACK TAPES
Rock Country/Western Jazz
Pop Classical
Protect your books against the elements
Plastic Book Covers
Assorted sizes from 45'
(a 69' value)

UNH BOOKSTORE

Hewitt Hall
862-2141

A University owned non-profit facility
Located on campus to serve you

SHURFINE ALL MEAT or ALL BEEF
SKINLESS FRANKS ... . .... . ... . .. . . 89' lb. pkg
SHURFINE FRANKFURT ROLLS 6's . . . .. 3/$1.00
FRESH OYSTERS . . ........ .. ...... .. . $1.49 ½ pt.
OCEAN FRESH COD FILLET ........... . $1.59 lb.
ALPO DOG FOOD BEEF 14 oz ...... . ........ 3/87'
KRAFT CRACKER BARREL WEDGE 8 oz ..... 89'
WHITE CLOUD TOILET TISSUE 4 pk ..... . .... 77'

Come in and try our food
& beverage specials .
pettee brook lane

durham 868-2121

*****"1rk*******~

~c!J~~~C!> Y'J!y
CD®~J©WJ)
.

as fully prepared as _I should have
been. In my opinion, .there's no
way a candidate can prepare
himself in such a shorttime.' '
"People keep asking me, 'What
if no one runs at all? '·," said Ford.
"But I'm not ·goirig to worry
·1bout that just yet. "

.

HE
COUNTRY f
ENTLEMAN
INTRODUCING
'J'S OF PORTSMOUTH
he new men 's stor~. featuri ng fi n e d esigner clothing in th e trad it io na l m o d e .
ountry com fort arid elegance for m e n
who renect good t as t e. Busi n ess-suits,
fin e sh irts and ncckwca r tJste full y selected Trom th e fin c~ t h ouses of m e n's
fash ion. TJ's co nt c n:i po ra r y fas h ion s at
se n.sib lc con t c mpo rar:y · p rices. We 're
here to suit~ yo u. _·
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· SUnday' memorial planned
for late UNH professor

FALL CLEARANCE SALE
and
X-C SKI PRE-SEASON SALE·
COMPLETE X-C Package
''Asnes Marka''
Regular
$100.50
pre-season price
$75.00

By Chris Mayo
A memorial to the late UNH
English Professor S. Anthony
Caldwell will be held this Sunday
at 8 p.m . in the Bratton Recital
Hall of the Paul Arts Center, ac-

cording to English Professor
Philip Nicoloff.
"The program is not a solemn
memorial,
but rather
a
celebration of those arts toward
which Professor Caldwell con-

I

UniversityTheater

up to 50 percent OFF on other sale items ....
down parkas, Polar Guard parkas, tents,
sleeping bags, hiking boots, back packs,
Lee jeans, hiking shorts and more

presents the musical comedy

A FUNNY THING
HAPPENED ON THE
WAY TO THE FORUM

SALE DATES OCT f8-NOV 1

lllildtrnrss uwi/1

oc101>er u-1:, & 20-22 at 8 p.m.
October 19 at 2 p.m.

durham. new hampshire

Johnson Theater
UNH Paul Arts·center

pettee. brook lane

0382-4

tel. 868-5584

General: $5 .50; Student,
Military, Senior Citizen: $4
Call 862-2290 for
Reservations

Wilderness camping, backpacking
and ski touring equipment

Dinner-Theate r
Package Ava ilable

,,

ASIA
Chinese & Polynesian Restaurant

tributed so much as a teacher,
performer, guide, and companion,' ' Nicoloff said.
Caldwell. who died in an auto
accident in Scotland this summer, was involved in musical and
theater groups in Durham ,
Dover, Portsmouth, and Exeter,
as well as teaching.
Caldwell came to UNH in 1957
and immediately was considered
a guiding force of the humanities
at UNH, according to an article in
the Campus Journal. He
developed an extensive reading
program in British drama and
theater, as well as critiques of
Shakespearean and Elizabethan
literature.
At the time of his death Caldwell was planning an extensive
tour or catnectrals tn northern
France and Holland in order to
lay groundwork for future trips
by humanities students.
Nicol off
said
Sunday 's
program is being offered by a
group of Caldwell 's friends and
colleagues , both facult y and
students . It will feature mostly
music, blended with some
readings.
Music Professor John Wicks
will play a Bach fugue for harpsichord and music Professors
Donald Steele and Mark Devoto
will perform a piano duet by
Schubert.
The
Collegium
Musicum and Community Chamber. Singers will offer several
numbers.
Nicoloff said the program will
be an informal celebration of
some of Caldwell's stronP-P~t interests. His widow Jean Caldwell
and his sons Stephen, David, and
Christopher, will attend .
All members of the University
community are invited to the program.

#********************************
KEEFAWAYTHOSECOLDS
#
THIS WINTER!
*
#
#
VISIT YOUR VITAMIN
!
#
HEADQUARTERS AT:
l
*
*
:
~-~
CARE PhARMACY
:
*
~~
.
** Church
• • •
* act1v1t1es
*
:* SALE ON HUDSON VITAMINS
:I*
*
.
: continued from page 4
: VIODAY
reg. $4.69 sale: 2 For $7.38 * UMass said he has not heard of
un'ification Church activities
* 250 Tablets per bottle
: any
on his campus . "If - there were
I VITAMIN C reg. 2.49 sale 1.69
: some, they weren't anything subhe said. ·
I 100 tablets
* stantial,'
Darry said, "In Massachusetts,
t Probably
* ADAVITES reg. 4.19 sale 3.79
we focus our work in Boston.
next year I'll do some
I lWTohl~
J work in Amherst."
Darry said
Church structure
* THERAVIM reg. 5.99 sale 4.99
t the''rightUnification
now is simply broken down

48 Third Street
Dover, N.~.

CARRY HOME PIPING HOT
CHINESE FOODS

:-

(.3NK,51 -53

M11n

St

DURHAM NH

Dlal 161-~2IO

Please Call:

742-0040
9816

CHURCH ACTIVITIES

HOURS OPEN
Monday4:30p.m . to9:00p.m . ·
Tuesday thru Thursday ll:30a.m. to 9:00 p.m .
Friday and Saturday 11: 30 a.m. to 1: 30 a.m.
Sunday4:30p.m. to8 :30p.m. ·

into states. We like to move
around a lot,' ' he said.

i*~~l:~~!~~*******************,.

---classified ads--for sale
69 Pontiac Lemans auto/ trans . and many
other itlarts . Frame gone, $125. '68 VW
oarts, $50. takes it away, Ca ll

~~\'o?i

pre-paid class ad form
TO READ AS FOLWWS:
.... ·---···-

,.
iI

I'
I

1llts C:10 Bronze Van. Must"S'ell ! Excellent
running condition . $2,800. Will talk ! Call
862·2050 ask for Jeanne or after 6:00 p.m .
664-2484 ask for Zeke . 10/ 18

--------·· - ------------- --------

-·- ------- ·- - ·-- -- -·-· ---- .

-------------------

·-

-~----- -· --·

.....

------ - - -- -----·--------------- - --- - - - PLEASE PRINT

MUST

B~~

PREPAID

10/ 2t

FIRST INSERTION : $1 .00 for 30 ~ords or les.,;; S.50 for t>ach 15 words extra.
EAGH CQNSt:ct;TJVE INSERTION : $.25

Maxim1m number of runs: 6.

T•lephonf' numbe1 s and dates count as one word; hyphenated words count as two.
Mistakt.s on our part mer-it one add itional run .
Am t. encl .:

TO RUN

1971 Datsun 5t0 4-door sedan , very good
condition . Mus t sell. Call 742-2485 evenings
oljl~·151_4 clays .J'!:]c~ ~_negQti_a~_Q{2!_ .
1970 CAM ARO . excellent condition PS/ PB ,
AC. Cassette tape deck. radials , vinyl roof,
ask $1500 749-0563 call evenings 10/ 18
Must sell! 1975 Norton· Commando , 850 CC.
F:lprtrir st.art. Dunlop tires. rPd . disr hrakP.s
4500 mi. $2600. Now selline for $IMO. Call 868207010/ 18
Penton _Mint 400 new 8/77 220 iJliles cost
2000.00 will sell ror IIOJ.00 P.lus 3 3 plastJc
tank and chain tensioner. Fastest dirt bike
mad,e call Jeff 2-1632 10/ 17
1972 Vega GT . 15,000 miles on rebuilt '74 engine, new glass tires. Extras include FM ,
arivmg liglits, ski rack . $300. Call 659-5352.

TIMES.

Make checks. P.llYablt> to : 'the N·ew Himpsh ire, Rm . 15 1, Mffltori'al Union.

RUGS--assorted sizes. colors. $5-25, couches
stuffed chairs, end tables a nd other old
things. Plus our usual line of second ha nd
clotlies, fea turing corduroy shirts this week
2nd Coming. 10/ 18
·
F OR SALE--GOATS : Bucks, wea thers &
bred does . Some milk ing. $30 .00 & up . Nubian , Togganburg & Mixed breeds. Some registered. all good .natured, nice looking anti
nea lthv . Ca ll 868--UUH. IU/ 1H
FREE KITTEN : Two mont h old adorable
kitten , lramed. well -mannered . Hat e to partbut family member all ergic . Also : fr ee food.
food di sh a nd lttter, Ca ll Bill or Bett v at 8682851 \0 /2\
---·
1969 Ford Torino Lt. Blue while viny l top . 2door 351 a uto Irans . Power Steering & brakes
A/C "-XC . Cond . no rust. 59,500 miles. New
· battery & tires . Snow tires incl. $1000 868-7387
10/2 1
.

1968 Ford Fairlane Excellent Mechanical
Condition . Great heater , snow tires . cheap
winter transporla t_ion . Small amount of rust•
Call 659-5147. 10/ 21
_
_- ·
FOi{ SALE : 197:l Vega 4 spd .. 55.000 miles .
engme m excellent condition. rea r end needs
some body work . Best offer. 659-5692 evenmg_s,__ .
10/ 25.
For Sale 1966 VW Bug In good condition . 2
snow tires . $300. Hate lo sen! Call after Oct.
17 868-2463 Mary 10/ 18 ·
.bargain ; S~akers for sale. 2 8" woofers. 1
~
np!~e~e~~p~af':;r
. $250. Yow-s for $150. Call John 742·3536 10/28
69 Volvo for sale. good running condition-currently inspected. 550 dollars firm . must
sell. Call Eliza at 868-9678, leave message.
10/ 21
For Sale· II pair of Bort Carleton boots. size
8', women ·s. In exc-eUcnt condition. they just
don 't fit me ! Call lltiH·allll ana asK ror "ue.
Price negotiab:.- . Approximately $35.00 10/ 21
1974 CAPRI , Good condition, no rust . 4 cyl.
sport style.._reg . gas , new radials, snow tires,
sun roof. nice $1700, Bill Head , Box 234,
Durham 862·1165. 1111
Portable
Typewriter ,
Galaxie-Twelve.
Smith-Corona , Excellent condition. $65
nearly half price , great buy\ must sell . Cali
.Bob F . Christensen 218 at Tw 2-1958 11 / 1
Snow tires on r ims to li t Da tsun 1200. $~/ pr.
ca ll 659-54~, 10121
Good Time to buy: 1973 Honda CB-450. Kept
in mint condition $650.00 or wi ll trade for ca r
of equal val ue . Will negotiate. Ca ll Bob 659·
3016 10/ 28
Brit.,nnica
E11cyclopedia excellent condition . $500.00<cost ·over $700 .00 new ) I'll deliver . Chris Kushner. 57 Si lver St. Waterville
Maine 04901 11 / 1
For Sale : DOWN SLEEPING BAG··EMS Se•
bago Large--excellent condition . Call Jo n at
868-9739 or stop by Room 239 S. Congr eve
10/ 28
46plus MPG HONDA ·71 blue sport coupe, only 30,000 miles. looks like new. electronic ignition . AM-FM ra dio, engine repair needeil ,
first $250 takes. Ca ll Leo 742-4134 Evenings.
10/28

iroe.:~eri
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Parking
ratio
•
1s
uneven

Reach over 10,0Q0 people

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ENGINEERS

in the class ads!

PARKING
continued from page 1
previous years because it has
been " greatly discouraged."
Howard did not have any figures
on the extent of multiple listings.
Faculty and staff have a higher
proportion of spaces because it is
felt that they should have a
greater advantage in finding a
space, according to Charles
Breeding at the Parking and
Traffic Committee. This is also
why open lots are not reserved
solely for commuters. "They are
open in case a faculty member
arrives at, say, 11 or 2 o'clock,"
said Breeding, "and can't find a
space in a faculty/staff lot. He
has a higher priority and therefore, should be given an advantage. A teacher may be meeting
with 65 students and he should
have acce:5:5 to ~ "eac e. "

PAGE SEVENTEEN

_

Breeding said parking has been
somewhat rearranged to help
deal with the higher percentage
of commuter students this year.
C lot near Alexander Hall was
changed from a resident lot to
a commuter lot and the amount
of resident space in B Lot near
McConnell was decreased. Kari
Van services have also been
expanded, he said.

Tennessee Gas Pipeline Co.,
a major division of Tenneco,
will be on campus ~ov. 2, 1977

61 Washington Strfft
Portsmouth , N.H.
436-8034

Mon.
Tues.

17
18-

Yid.

19-

-

Thurs. 20-

Jennis on and Markaverich are still weavirig a
mag ic spell o n Tuesday nights . That's s ax
o r flute,
bas s , and a l o t o f j azz .
Poe t ry Re ading :
ner

wi ll

Texas to the New E.t;1gland area.

Lark in Ostemier a nd Li z Kirsh -

b e r""l'lr'li r1 a

t-ho -i ....

..l''"'""~..-r-

L a..1. h ..i..u

.:,t. 1.<U .L c: ~

Eng li sh a t UNH and i s the rec i pi ent o f many pri ze s
and a ward s too numero us a nd bor i n g t o ci te here.
Li z 1s a gra d u ate s tud e nt al so study ing at UNH .
That s tarts a t aro und 8: 00 .

Contact the Placement Office for
additional information and
to schedule interviews.

Gre!Jq Mangia f ico p lays jazz pi a n o hi s o wn wa y .
Musically he i s a n admirer o f Art Tatum
a nd Keith Jarret t to n ame a few.

The Aaron Cona nt Coffe ehouse i s still cook i ng up vegetabl e
fa ntas ies. In the n ear futu r e l ook for pumpkin-o r a n ge soup. Re member there ' s al wa y s veg etabl e par me s a n, a hear t y s oup , a nd
he a lthy Ha g en-daz ice- cream.
Senin1 Nl1hcty 5 :30 - 9 :00

Bianco
reconsiders
pet ban

Corporate headquarters are located in
Houston, Texas and the natural gas pipeline runs from the Rio Grande Valley of

Tim Small sings and p l a ys aco us t i c guitar. Besides tha. he plays dul cimer. So pick up on
s o me s y ncopated Appalachi a n r ythms.
_

-

Ill

FRANKLIN
THEATRE

I
I

PETS
continued from p age 2
it," Keegan said. " It's the people
who usually hurt snakes."
Keegan said one student on the
floor threatened to report him
to authorities, so Keegan went
to the Office of Residential Life
•himself.
Zoology Professor Edward
Francq, who said he is not an
authority on snakes, said, " Most
diseases from snakes can 't. be
transmitted to humans. A lot of
diseases are specific to each
animal. There is a greater difference between humans and snakes
than gerbils and humans. "
Keegan said he was told to
move Squeeze out of the dorm
or move out himself.
Squeeze is now living in
Spaulding Life Science, Rm. 237.
"Snakes on the basis of noise
and smell adapt perfectly to
dorm life," Keegan said.
"I have taken the snake around
to kids. I've walked into a school
and handed it to 30 kids and there
was no problem. The rule clearly
discriminates against snake
lovers ," he said.
Keegan has owned Squeeze for
nine years.

I

20%

Mon-Tues

BODY&SOLE
42 Main St., Durham

I
~

I

Oct. 17-18
6:30-8:45
"STAR WARS"

OFF
REAL
LEATHER
CASUALS

Ii

-

1

'

'

I

Wed-Thurs

Oct. 19-20

6:30-8:30
Richard Pryor
'!GREASED LIGHTNING"
Fri-Sat
Oct. 21-22
HUMPHREY BOGART
DOUBLE FEATURE
"CASABLANCA"
and
"THE MALTESE FALCON"
continuous showings f ram 6: 30 on
Casablanca shownfirst.and last

•

- - - --c lassified ads--~'OR SALE: Brand new Ob$ Btg car battery
Sold new for $36.00 bul must sell . Asking
$30.00 or best offer. Call 868-9739 ask for Phil
in 24110/ 28
FOR SALE : 1977 Mercury Cougar XR7. Excellent condition PS / PB , ACl AM / FM s tereo
Cassette, P / B windows Cal 862·223t 8: 00·
4:00 Asking $5,800.00 Must sell ! ! vetting
married. 1171
1971 SAAB 95 For sale. Has four new radials,
new transmission , new shocks . Just inspec ted . Has 51,000 miles on it. Slight rust.
Asking $1400. Call 742.-347!i ').ftei:.l.11.,_~
For s a le: 5 inch ree l to r eel tapes . Call 326
Hunter Hall, 2-1 591 or 868-9779. 10/ 18
1968 Chrys ler- Newport Power brakes--s teer ing Fair condt. Good Running. 22 Miles P er
Ga llon . Mus t sell have two ca rs $300.00 or
best 01ler at Alpha Ga mma IUx,. tHl-ffi5!J. Pa ul
Cr es ta 101:!8
For Sa le: One pai r of OHM E hi-fi speakers.
Still und er warra nty. Excellent condition
$125 Call (Roc h > 332-5041 on weeke nds. Ask
fo r J ohn 10/28
F or sale, 1976 Suzuk i. GT 250, excP.llent condition, m ust sell . $700 firm, a lso, 1970 P ontiac
Cata lina, good condition, 63,000 ori gi na l
miles,$900. Call Bud 862-1290 in Dur ham 11/1
FOR SALE : Young, gregarious, purebr ed
Siberian Husky dog needs a gooa hom e immediately. Will sell .at reasonable price to
the right fa mil y. Call Clai r at 2·1447. 10/25
FOR SALE: Dunha m Tyr olean Hiking Boots
Brown Leather --Women 's Size 12. Too big ..
only used twice. New $55. Will sacrifice fo r
$35 or best offer . Ca ll Liz 742-4484 10/18
FOR SALE 1971 Tovota Corolla. Standar d. 30
MPG Highway. Radial Tires. Runs Great'
Asking $500. Call 868-6229 or come to 25
Young Dr. and ask for Dan. 10/ 18
FOH SALE: 1972 Yamaha XS'2 650 Mint condition! Call 742-8019 10/ 18
1971 Jeep CJ5Renegadt 4WD. 4 s peed with
overdrive. locki ng nubs. mag wheels. ro ll
bar. Body looks good. mechanically like new
:\ew Overdrive. c lutch fue l and waler pumps
tires in last 5000 miles. Asking only $1900 I·

4'i 1-4542 II /4

--Canoe--Anhque-· 'Rennebec . _tsas,call y SOI ·
id . Needs canvas & fram e repair. Ideal do -11yoursell project. Asking $50.00 or make a n
offer after 5 p .m . 868-7404 10/ 18
FOHIJ ... 1970 --countrv Sedan .. wagon 9pa ss enger. powr r steering . V-8. Mecha nical_.
Iv s ouna . needs oody work . $500.00 or bes t ol fcr. ca ll original owner for details : 868-7404 .
10/21
196ll Olds mobife·c utless 4 door v-B·aut1,matic
transmission in good running condition . $:!IJ0.
Ca ll749-0856afl er6 ::!0. 10/ 18
For Sale 1971 IJa ts un 510 · 4 door seda n. Ver y
Good Condition - Ca ll 742-248.'; evenings or
8~?:J2.24 Days IO/ I 8
FO.R SALE : 1972 Volkswajen. Runs like _a
chamr ! $650 or bes t offe r . Ca ll 868-7395 afte r 5: 0Qp

m jO~~r

rent

TYPING . 65 cents. per page . Caren Rrrt.
2.12 Devine. 2-10/,~ or 868-97m.
ASTROLOGICAL READINGS: three page
individualized anal ysis of personality and
your inner potentials as revealed in your
birth chart. $5 . Need exact date, time, and
place of birth . Call 868·2653 . 10/ 21

wanted
RIDE NEEDED : To and from the Ga rrison
School in Dover I about t mile from Sawyer
Mills> on Fridays . WILL PAY FOR GAS !
Pl~.ase cal~Sanl!1. 868·75Hi..1Ql25 •
.
Wa nted . Responsible fe ma le/ma le s tudent
for occasional overn ight ba bys itting for 13
· year_'lld boy. Call 868-21 90 eve nings. 10LJ8 _

·- . - help wanted .. ..

snmv ooe nin gs a t dcot. of occ <'<I
P a lme r House. Typing & Cata log uin g wor k
needed. ~·or detai ls call W. An nis or '.'11 . Paul
1862·1452l I0/,_.lce8_ __
Resourcefull college s tude,it ·,ci1 h carto ass ist ret ired person w,th odd jobs and occa s ional transpor tation to Rochcsler. Durham .
Also--:Ho Acres with open coun lrv views.
qu ,et ~·arming ton area. Call 859-674.1 I 1/4
Work-study or volun tee r position available
tutor ing high school student 6 hours / wee k or
mor e. Contact Diane Lemay. Upward
Boun d, Robi nson House or ca ll 2· 1563. Dead·
line 10/11\ 10/21
:H Wo r~

Room a nd Board . Re tirea teacher ha~
bea utifu l room for r ent in Deerfi e ld ....,Pri- ·
vale bath . No other tenants. 35 iil!riute
com m ute. Quie t g raduate studen t preferred
Board ava ilable. Re nt negotiable fo r occas iona l driving . Call 463·7650. J0/21

services
TypT,ig of theses. reports. resumes:-corr espondence. IBM CORRECTI NG SEL ECTRIC. Choice of s tyle / pitch. Experie nced .
bus iness tea cher /secreta r y. Ava ilable fo r
editing . d ictation . Ra tes--page or hour . Uni •.
ver s ity Secr eta ri a l Associates. !D iana) 742·
4858. 10/28:..__ _ _ _ - - - - - -Enjoy the foliage this fa ll--le t mi, type your ·
paper s! 50 cents a page I s lightl y 111ore for
theses,. F ast ser vice, corn -ct mg selectr ic.
Call 862-1952. Ask fo r Sue . 12:00-4 :3010/21
P ROFE SSIONAL GUITAR STUDY with veteran lead guitarist, All levels--all styles.
Jazz, Blues, Rock, Folk. Special goodies-·
s lide. vibrato. effects. £all Enc at 436-3643
Di interview. Expert guitar repair. also.
l~'.]8
University Secretaria l Associates Resume
Ser vice 742-4858 10/28

Wa nted Student Affairs Offi ce A,de. Will
cons ider e lig ible wor k-s tudy s tuden ts or r egular ~tuden[ hourly. Du ties inc lude typing,
f1hng, copymg. errands. telephone recu ·•
t10 n. Aprox , mately JO hours per week. $2.3~/
hr. Please see Carole Grover. Student Af.
fa irs Office, Schofield- House or call 2·2053
10/ 21 .
WANTED: Beginning guitar lessons for ·12
year old girl in my home. 10 minute walk
from T-Hall. Call 868-221710/21
fuTitinit• eockt-;il
, 111':LP \\'ANH~IJ : Part
waitresses Colby or Place. Kochester :,.iz.
~~60 10/ 18
-

m·

lost and found
Reward for Lost pers onalized pewt er lighter
About 1 ' , inches long. --c olibri Butane ··
with initials " MCN "' and ··1-1-77"" on side.
If found. please contact Matt at 2-2402 . or
Chr!§!_e~n !:Jal!,_C-To~~~Room 4:l8. 10/ 21
Pound at Hood House Medi -Alert l.lJ. with
initials SLE . Please claim at front office
anytime_.__
_
Found : A ten s peed bike. Call Gary ··
86_8: 75~\o ide nti fy a l_lQ itj yours

personals
'.\lin1 Ma t>· lt \; a sci)n.'~120 1 ll:\ 11 \·s. Alas ka
T<' d l .. final s eorc 4C·II. Long liv<' -- LonJ! lsland .. Gotta· s ig n ofl '. '. Wt' ca nd till' woods 1
Ion• ya·. Z,L,K, I0 / 18
II yo u can .. Hi p and Snor t.·· ·· lJ1 g lor th<' Oys ter." or m a kt• a lour-hand sta r. you wi ll
want to come lo llw R~l qB J!1il~ t hi, Fri rt av

t2 Jsll Jac k Perr on wi ll be call ing. 10/ 18
·
IJpar Sphl'rt': Ll' t 's tlll't'I in th<• c'irel<· lo•
111ght. lf's ihl' best place around . , Wh,n• "''"
l'Ou ld \o u pral'lil'l' tor a sqlwn• dan<·t· \\ 1t h•
out il't; l1ng l JOXl'd in'' 1 10 1H
To l ht• w ho lt• wor ld· Yo u ar<' all 11lt11l·d to at•
te nd thl" Squar<' llallct' h<'iQg h<'ld Oil Fr.da,
Octobt•r 21 ill th<• ~ll ' B Pub. I' S You don 't
havC' to know hO\\ to da nl'l' to l'OllH' i It may
he lp ilyou call wa lk thoug h 1_ 111 18
Comp onP eomt• all In l hC' Squan• Da_fll'l' this
~'ridav Octolw r 21· 111 th<• ~l uh l'ub w1lh ,l ae k
P en on calhng . 10118

"'""r J ean A ~ You mak(• wondC'rful crl'arncd
.,,· ons and vou cooked a lon•h drnnrr las t
Tn urs 10/ i:l. Thanks again 1.~vP . .JoP 10/ 18
PAUL :VI. t from last semester·s Psyc-401 w / ·
Perl man, Are you alive & well 0 ·-P.S. my
bus tri_p_ to Calif. was great. J0 / 18
Want to have a ··Quality Belationship 0 ••
Then come .hear Bob Gallo present his fasc inating four-week workshop on this. 7: 30
Oc t. 17 Gibbs .. Oct. 24 Randan. Nov . 7 Hitchcock ~nd Nov . 14 Devine' All are welcome'

Want to s top s moking . lose weight. improve
s111rt v ha hits . or chang<' your life. Hypnosis
\\·ork s . .'\ t•w ll a mw•h irl' t ·oun~d ing & · R yno•
therapy Cent e r . Call 6o:J-:l82·560b t l ', I
·!odolwrf<'s t - Oct 21 8:IKI pm ~'or<•i ~n Lall·
euage Minidorm . $1.50 includes Ba~d. Beer
l"lre fzel s. Wurstel. & Apole Cider . German
t ·nm tirrmnn .'.")flt<1rnrs artn lri<'nos I tl'K.t.•1:-. .
:,fl'l(KL,\:\I) ~TAHSTO '.\ 204 . l"onw ha ve'
lunl Ill IK

.l ;1111wn· t ri p to P<· n1• 1 Wl'Pk . onh s:rn:-, In ~
!or ma liona! m<•l'lin g: Tlnu-~.. Ol'l . :W 1~rn. 2
pm . ~lurk la nd 2119 . or cont a ct llt1l (' ll I•:, ttrl s 21:!IK t-:xt· urs 10n:-- lo Mal'hu -Pil'dlll . l>on ·t
p;1s~ up th is opµ o rt uni ty~ IO I I K
.J~11H'l· Th.i n k~ !or a ll m > ··s1irpn s<•s"· _ rm
hPd lor l h isst· nwstl' r Ymi'n•a l an t.i st ie
\is>l'
ltgSisl<•r ' \ I .I. Ill 18
To . a ll IIH' s(juar<•s li,· ing 111 ('n•.:1l1 \·p Arts.
\\\• l'a n·t d,111t.·e w i t hout >·o u '. Holl 011 on _•r to
tlw '.\lu h on Otto hl'r :!1. You ' ll ha\"(' us l'Or·
nt' rt'd. ,\ l'l l'l' I<• of lr il'nds . 10 tR

IIE Y BOO' (;°reetings- fro m Hano,·er to a
.-ca l ··fun guv .. ! Remem ber -at the end of
r,vpn· \',,'""k !he-re s a wee ke nd--lots ot love
fr om _your li ttle conehea!l. 10/ ltl
· _
_
Eaga-Char lie: Jea nn e. Nelly. Stonev. Bub.
\'a ferie. John. Hic k. F uzzy. Betsy. J ay. B.J ..
ChC'm-7 76, T he Bongmaster. Lou. Eaga Later. 10/28
·
_
h ,t i1111 1 \\ hu \\OU Id fill span:s "1t h llll' II IOf·
1<'s ol t humhs- n·m<'m h<'I' . tempor a l 11l us1ons
Jass all too sv. ilt ly. St'arrh tor thi11!,:!S that

I1an• ~uhslann'. !or tht•st' !Im, \\ Ith tlw t1dC's
ol llllH' .. P h m• n ix 10 21
Hear ye Hear ye. A ll commoners are in\'iled

to joii1 us in the celebration of Queen E lizabeth II Si lver Jubilee on the evenings 6f
'.\ov. I Ith and 12th . Tickets on sa le al MUB
Ticket office starting Oct 10th. Price pea
; irk el $JO 95 lP /J a
\Pt·d to lost• \\'Ll(;}I]' bt'lort' llon1t'nm11ng
'.',JATURALLY SLENDER.,, weight ,-,,duc111g program. guarantees 10·31 lo. weight
lose a~d inches monthly . '.\o hunger oangs •
I la,·<· PIH' ll~Y. <.. 'all HhH-~-1-17 al ll'r :l p. m . lt,r 111
formation. Sold only through your local dis -

tnbutor JO/JH
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YC singles champ

•

Tennis star Aarts
By JoEllen Tarallo
·At 22, and playing the best tennis of his career, Jeff Aarts
has defeated most of New England's top players. In Amherst,
Massachusetts this month , he
knocked off all his opponents to
win the single title at the Yankee Conference Championships,
and led the UNH tennis team
to their second conference
championship on two years .
Aarts, feet apart and knees
partially bent, tosses the tennis
ball into the air. As his feet draw

lS

lowed UNH tennis for ten years
and called Aarts the finest tennis
player the school has had during
that time. " Aarts understands
himself and the game, said
Peters. "He relaxes on the court
and keeps his poise. He doesn 't.
loose his concentration. ' He is
aware of the vulnerability of his
opponent and he plays to that."
Aarts managed a comeback
last year in the quarter finals
of the ECAC's that astonished
Peters . He lost the first set 6-4.
In the second set, he was dow~

in a class all his own

five games to one, but he took
the next four consecutive games,
and made it 5-5 . His opponent,
however won the match at 7-5.
"He had no right to have a come- ,
back like that," Peters saiB. " But
the tougher the match or point,
the better Aart plays."
Aarts is tall and husky and the
muscles of his legs stand out.
Although there 's nothing sluggish
about him , on the court, his
moves are deliberate. He bounces
the ball , rocks, lifts and hitsa serve. He hits it with authority.
When he walks into position to
serve again , his face shows
little expression.
"Every point is a whole new
ball game," Aarts said. " I have
time to think and diagnose the
situation. When I hit a shot, I
can read how the person is angling the raquc t and I c an advance

UNH47

-

nffPrPrl him ::i t P::if'hing pn<:itinn

Aarts thinks one of his major
my move. And the game isn 't
over till that last point is played." strengths is that he is a left handLast year, Aarts lost the first er. "I'm ambidextrous and use
set in a thrilling match against my right hand in everything but
the number one player from the tennis. I used to play both hands
UMass regular season. He won but worked 'to develop the left. It
the second set and the third with was to my advantage. "
Aarts went to Franklin and
a tie breaker. "That match was
good for me and tlfe team ," Aarts Marshall college in Pennsylvania
said, "!t got us over the hump before coming to New Hamand we went on to beat UMass pshire. There he practiced under
and have an undefeated season." the direction of Glen Miller. A.arts
According to Peters, Aarts is the credits Miller with the way he

Senior Jeff Aarts returns a backhand volley ...
together, his body straightens.
He whips his racquet. The ball
flies off the strings with violent
speed.
His game is built on power. " I
try to blast everyone off the court
as quickly as I can, " said Aarts.
" I like to end the points quickly .
Unfortunately I ca n't do that all
the time. ' '
But he does it often enough .
Aarts was ra nked second in
doubles and 21st in singles in
New England last yea r . The
ra nk ing fo r this year comes a t
the end of October a nd Aarts wi ll
undoubtably be near the top of
the list.
Aa rts went into ·the singles
ma tches of the ECAC Division
II Championships unseeded last
year and surprised everyone
by reaching the finals . He could
have won the tournament , but he
pulled a muscle in his back and
had to serve underhand in the
finals match.
Dwight Peters, the UNH men's
tennis coach, said Aarts is in a
class of his own. Peters has fol-

stabilizing force on the . UNH
team. "Knowing he'd win,
brought the other players ' performance up,'' Peters said.
Aarts taught himself the game
at age 14 when he took a job at
a snack bar in a tennis-beach
club in Connecticut, where the
.employees could use the tennis
courts free . " I spent three summers there," said Aarts. ·"The
first summer, I just practiced .
hitting against the backboard.
The second summer , I played the
member 's kids. The third summer , I was beating ·1he mem
bers."
.
During the winter of those
years, Aarts played at a tennis
club from ten p.m. -until one a .m.
and then he swept the courts and
clea ned the place to pay for his
court time . Eventually, the club

j(:at stats

J

Att. Gain Lost
3,
26
196
40
2
12
4
30
0
1
12
30
6
23
0
22 .
1
6
4
13
0
1
7
0
3
6
2,.
1
0
3
16
74
364

Net
193
38
30
29
23
21
13
7
-3
-3
348

TD
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
\J
4

Long
65
9
18
5
8
11
6
7
1

-3
65

CENTRAL CONNECTICUT
.visitors
Rushing
Payton
Francouer
Zink
Asermely
Bradley
PPtPrsnn

Heim
Taft
Tiagwad
TOTALS

Passing Att.-Comp.-Int. Yards TD Long
9-5-1
109 1 · 48
Allen
Leavitt
4-3-0
67 1 43
Stevens
5 0
5
1-1-0
14-9-1
181 2 48
TOTALS
Pass Receiving
Pope
Clark
Farrell
Ruffen
Wharff
Destefano
Cameron
DeGraffe
TOTALS

No.
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
9

Yards
68

43
16
15
13
13
8
5
181

Score by quarters
1 2 3 4 Final
Score by Quarters
7
Central Connecticut 0 7 0 0
28770
42
New Hampshire

UNH
home team
Rushing
Burnham
Delozier
Pendry
Ingui
Cameron
Leavitt
Swiezynski
Sullivan
Allen
Stevens
TOTALS

bee au~c h e felt it would help hi :,

tennis career. He calls tennis a
business
that
involves
marketing. Peters said Aarts is
'l".arketable in the tennis world.
Said Peters, " He has the personality and knows enough about
the game."

.. .and drives home a shot
from the baseline.

... whips a topspin forehand ...

C. Conn. 7

plays tennis now .
Aarts came to New Hampshire
to be with Karen Jacoby, whom
he later married. Karen leaches
in the women's athletic department at UNH and is also an avid
tennis player. "I can 't overemphasize her contributions to my
tennis career," Aarts said. "She
realizes what I can and can't do
and puts things in perspective
for me."
Aarts is considering going to
Florida in January to compete in
the southern Professional tennis
circuit where the competition is
stronger than in this area of the
country. Or, he may stay in
school and graduate in May with
a degree in business. One thing he
would like to do is teach tennis
full-time.
He chose a business major

TD
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

Long
48
43
16
15
13
13
8
5
48

Att.
10
2
4
5
3
4

2
8
0
38

Gain

Lost

50

9
0
0
0
0
3
7
26
0
45

18
14
12
6
7
9
23

8
147

Net
41
18
14
12
6
4
2
-3
8
102

TD
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1

Passing Att.-Comp.-Int. Yards TD Long
Taft
14-4-3
35
0 10
Hogan
5-3-1
42
0 19
TOTALS
19-7-4
77
0 19
Passing Receiving
Tiagwad
Francouer
Heim
Lewis
Payton
TOTALS

No.
3
1
1
1
1

Yards
28
19

TD
0
0

11

0

11

10

7

77

0
0
0

10
9
19

9

Long
12

19

Long
15
16
7
3
4
4
9

UNH Burnham 2 Run; Illman Kick 3: 57
UNH Burnham 7 Run; Illman Kick 8: 11
UNH Burnham 12 Run; .Ill man Kick 12: 17
UNH Burnham 65 Run; Illman Kick 13 : 12
CC Bradley 1 Run ; Alex Kick 3: 54
UNH Pope 48 Pass From Allen; Illman Kick 10: 34
UNH Clark 43 Pass From Leavitt; Williams Kick 5: 17

Team stats

15

8

16

First Downs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rushing. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .
Passing.. ... ...... .. .... . . . .
Penalty.... . .......... . ... . .
Rushing Attempts. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Yards Rushing.......... .. .. ..
Yards Lost Rushing. .. . . . . . ...
Net Yards Rushing. . .... . .... .
Net Yards Passing... .. .......
Passes Attempted. . . . . . . . . . .
Passes Completed. . . . . . . . . . .
Had Intercepted.. . . .. .. . . .. .
Total Offensive Plays.. . . . . . . .
Total Net Yards. . . . . . ... . ... ..
Average Gain Per Play.... . .
Fumbles: Number-Lost. .... .Penalties: Number-Yards. .. .

CC UNH
9
26
5
18
3
6
1
2
38
74
147
364
45
16
102
348
77
181
19
14
6
9
4
1
57
88
179
529
3.1
6.0
7-5
5-4
4-35 8-86
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Should Wildcats
upgrade schedule?
Another football game. Another UNH rout.
The lopsided score is quickly becoming as common
to UNH football games as hand-offs to Bill Burnham.
In the last four games, the Wildcats have blown out
West Chester State, UConn, UMaine and Central Connecticut by a combined score of 166-21.
They haven't had any trouble with any of the six
teams they've played {Holy Cross and Boston University'
• are the other two) and the season has been just one
laugher after another.
The time has come to ask the question, "Has the UNH
football program progressed to the point where the Wildcats and teams they are playing shouldn't be on the same
football field?
The answer, seemingly, is "yes".
"We haven' t played a team oi our caliber yet," said
UNH head coach Bill Bowes last week.
.
So the next question is, "What is UNH doing to upgrade
its football schedule so that it plays competitive football on
a higher level?"
'
The only difference in next year's schedule is the addition
of American International College. In 1979, Lehigh and
Dartmouth will come to Cowell Stadium, and they will be
joined by Lafayette in 1980.
The addition of those teams shows an effort is being made
to gradually upgrade the schedule. But, has UNH been too
conservative?
"You have to be careful about it," said Bowes. "Andy
Mooradian (the UNH men's athletic director) is working on
the schedule for 1983, and there's no telling what kind of
football team we'll have then. I think the UNH football program is at its peak right now.
"Now, you give me 25 or 30
scholarships a year," he went
on, "and it wouldn't be unrealistic to play the tougher
schools. Right now, I'm
working with ten scholarships
per year, and we're beating
teams like Holy Cross, which
has 22-24 scholarships every
year.
"Look at the University of
Connecticut. A few years ago,
they had a good team, and immediately they started • to
schedule Navy and those types
of teams. Now they're 0-6
(losing by huge scores to Lehigh, 49-0, Navy, 38-7, UNH,
42-7, and Rutgers, 42-18) beBill Bowes
cause they just went too fast.
"It's easy to get excited when a team does as well as we
have," continued Bowes. "But we don't have the kind of
money in our program that can keep the quality of play this
high for too long. Next year, Burnham will be gone, Allen
will be gone, and there's no telling what killd of team we'll
have in the next few years. And because of our budget, we
can't afford to fly 80 players to distant places - those trips
cost you a couple of thousand dollars apiece.
"I think we're playing at about the right level. We're upgrading the schedule. Lehigh and Lafayette are two tough
teams that we're scheduled for, in the next couple of years."
So before getting carried away with all the blowouts and
having dreams of big-time football at UNH, take a moment
to think. Sure, maybe teams like West Chester and Central
Connecticut shouldn't be on the schedule, but efforts: are
being made to bring more competitive football to UNH
without going overboard like UConn did. And although
Holy Cross is floundering this year, (0-5), they have the
ability, through scholarships, to bounce back with just a few
years of rebuilding.
What has happened at UNH is amazing, when you consider that all of it was done with a minimum of money.
Bowes is now seeing the product of what he and his staff
have built over the four and a half years since Bowes first
took over. It's been done, neither through the school's prestigious name, nor its ability to offer scholarships.
Rather, the UNH football team has been built into a
powerful, cohesive unit through almost prophetic recruiting, (e.g. Bill Burnham and Jeff Allen) and training that
has shaped a group of unknowns into what could be the best
team in the nation in Division II.

Game rained out
The UNH women's field hockey team's game Saturday at
Northeastern University was postponed becasue of rain . The
game has been rescheduled for November fourth in Boston.
The women, 4-0-1 on the season, will play tomorrow at home,
taking on a tough Springfield team at Memorial Field.

UNH freshman standout Gaby Haroules controls the ball ahead of Plym th' M
•
and teammate Mame Reardon during field hockey play last week The C otu s eg_ Pickett
Saturday. (LeeHunsakerphoto)
·
·
as were ramed out

I

sport shorts

Harriers
HARRIERS
continued from page 20

Swim coach named

"She's off to a real fine start and she has a very intense training
schedule. She has impressed me as a hard-working, dedicated
coach."
That's how UNH Women's Athletic Director Gail Bigglestone
described Carol Lowe, the recently appointed UNH women's
swim coach.
Lowe will take charge of a team that was successful (9-1 last
ye~r) u~der the coac~ing o_f Margie Shuer, who resigned to coach
sw1mmmg at the Umvers1ty of Texas at Austin. Will the UNH
program be any different this year?
"Margie Shuer and I are alike in some areas " said Lowe "but
different in others when it comes to coaching'. I've added 'more
yardage, ~t~essed weights less than Margie, but, in general, steppe~ up trammg for my pre-season and in-season program.
'The SWIIlllTiers are adapting very well," she continued. "I think
we will have another very good season, in spite of the addition of a
tough meet, Springfield (the top team in New England last year.)
Unless our opponents have acquired superstars, we will do well."
Lowe appears to be qualified for her new position. After earning
her bachelor's degree in physical education at the University of
:\1aryland in 1975, she became the swim coach and head instructor
at the College Park Woods Swim Club in College Park, Maryland.
She left that job, after getting her masters, to come to UNH.
Her accomplishments as a swimmer are impressive. Lowe
qualified for the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Woi:nen (AIAW) National Swimming and Diving Championships
durmg her freshman }'_ear at Mary Washington College.
She was also a three-time qualifier for the Eastern AIAW regional
while at the University of Maryland.
UNH's twelve-meet season will begin in early November.

Golfers cancel out
The UNH men's golf team made it to the ECAC championships
held at Colgate this past weekend, but were thwarted by bad
weather, which brcught the flu to Phil Pleat and Bill Andrews
·
and sent the team home to Durham.
The team of five had qualified on October 7th for this weekend's
championship match. With the team reduced to three, coach Charlie
Holt decided it would be better to leave the bad weather and
not finish the competition.

UNH women runners lose
By Dana Jennings
The UNH women's cross country team has to be suffering from
the first season blues. Each UNH
runner ran her personal best time
(except injured Kathy Grota)
and UNH still lost to Brandeis
on Saturday, 23 to 32.
UNH runners Jane Logue and
Joanne Paveglio broke the 20
minute mark for the first time
on a three mile course.
Logue 09:48) and Paveglio
09:54) finished third and fourth
respectively, behind Brandeis
runners Donna Randall (19:34,
1st) and Robin Wiener 09:40,
2nd) .
Paveglio said, "This is the best
I've ever run. I almost caught
up to Jane (Logue), but she
pulled me along. Coach Roberts

wants me to try and stay with
Jane."
UNH runner Laurie Munson
(20:41, 6th) attributed the fast
times to the course." The course
was mostly downhill and on
blacktop," she said. · "I think
that's why we had good times.
You run faster on pavement because your shoes don't sink down
like on grass."
Paveglio said, "This is the best
course we've run on this year.
It has only one hill and that's
at the two mile point."
"We're going to train hard this
week for the New Englands,"
said Roberts. "We'll have an
entire week to get ready, which
is good."
UNH, now 0-4, travels to Amherst Saturday for the New
Englands.

Crossan said, "UMass's course
is the worst I've ever run on.
It was muddy and seemed like
it had mud puddles nine feet
deep.
"It was mostly uphill and the
footing was rough like an old
horse path."
The key point in the meet was
when Crossan and Mark Berman,
who finished 5th (26:00), went
ahead of the UMass runners they
were battling with.
Crossan maintained second
position for the rest of the race,
but Berman was unable to hold
third place. Two UMass runners
passed him.
"I had them until the last hundred yards," said Berman. "One
guy passed me and then another
just barely passed me and beat
me by about five yards.
"I guess I was thinking those
guys (Mccusker, 25:54 and
Carrol, 25:57) were too good for
me to beat, even though I did
run my best race ever."
After Berman, the next UNH
runners to place were George
Junior (26:59, 10th) and Glenn
Hilton (27:02, 11th).
Hilton was a surprise fifth
place runner for UNH. Usually
Bill Finsthwait (27:20, 14th) is
UNH's fifth runner.
·
"Hilton is starting to show the
form he's capable of," said
Copeland.
"This is the hardest we've run
all year," said Copeland. "It
makes our season much better.
"We're coming on strong. We
have a lot more control, are
showing good speed, have no
injuries and we haven't even
reached our peak yet."
_Regardless of how the harriers
(7-2) fare in !heir remaining
meets, they have ensured themselves of their best record in
seven years.
They will face UConn and URI
on Saturday, October 22 at home
at 11 a.m.

Results
IReed 1CNH l
2Crossan 1UNH 1
:l l\lcCuske r 11\1as s .1
.J Carroll I Mass. 1

.1 Berman 1UNH >
(j N!'il I Mass. I
7 larwllo I l:kn!l ev I
8 Godin 1Bent1e,:>
'l l\lcGrail 11\las·,.,
111 .Junror I l ' ;l;IJ 1
II llilton 1l1 NH 1
12 Bates 1VT l
I :1 Hug bet' 11\Iass. I
I.J Finsthwait 1UN!ll
i.-, l\lysli,1·ic1. 1 l\lass .,

2:;: :l2

25 :-17
2~ :5.J

25 : 57
26:00
26 : l!-l
2(; : 2.J
26 ::l7
26 :.i.J

21i: 59

27 :02
27 :07
27 . I :l
27 · 211
27 . cc
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Burnham breaks away

Wildcats exorcise
Blue Devils, 42- 7
By Paul Keegan
The Breakaway. Sportscasters love to describe it ( ... he's on the
fifty, the forty, the thirty, . .. he's all alone . .. down to the ten,
the five, touchdown!), fans love to see it, and running backs dream
of it.
Finding that huge hole and "r~nning to daylight," as Vince Lombardi once put it, has to rank as ORf of the most exciting plays in football. A normal hand-off play from the line of scrimmage becomes a
length-of-the-field jaunt which leaves falling bodies behind the runner
and stretches of green grass ahead.
For Bill Burnham, The Breakaway had been the one thing that was
lacking from his recond-breaking senior year as a UNH Wildcat.
Saturday, he got it.
"I've been waiting a long time to break one," he said in the locker
room after the game. "It's been awhile.''
Burnham's 65-yard touchdown run was the climax to a performance which truly fits under the category of '·unbelievable."
In just one quarter of play, the Dorchester tailback ran for 166 yards
and four touchdowns and sent the Wildcats well on their way to an eventual 42-7 demolition of Central Connecticut.
Previously, Burnham's longest gallop of his collegiate career was a
74-varder ae:ainst Boston University at astro-turf covered Nickerson
Field two years ago. However, that run lacked the finishing touch of
gliding into the end zone for a touchdown.
The 65-yarder on Saturday, "was ~npposed to be an off-tackle play,
but the hole was off guard," said Burnham. "I got a great block from
(fullback) Tim Pendry. Phil Hamilton (left guard) gave me a good
block, and Lee (Pope, split end) got in the way of another guy. I got
great blocking all day."
Burnham's touchdown was his fourth of the day, giving UNH a 28-0
lead after one quarter. He ended up with 193 yards on 26 carries. Jie
now has scored a team-leading 84 points in six games.
Burnham's performance gives a good indication of what an easy
time the Wildcats had with the Blue Devils. "The game was pretty
well over at the end of the first quarter," said UNH head coach Bill
Bowes.
The Cats scored on each of their first four possessions while Central
Conn. went absolutely nowhere when they h·ad the football, getting a
Wildcat fullback Tim Pendry makes a move around the right side as guard Phil Hamilton (61)
grand total of two first downs in the first half. UNH had 18.
does his job with a lunging block during Saturday's game. (Scott Spalding pboto)
FOOTBALL, page 14

V olleyhallers sweep two gaines
By Michael Lane
said UNH coach Laurel Milos.
The UNH women's volley- "We fell behind 0-1 and 0-3 against
ball team rolled up two impres- Fitchburg. I think we get oversive viclories Saturday at Lund- confident sometimes."
holm gymnasium.
In the last two years, Milos has
The Wildcats' two victims were put together a decent volleyball
Fitchburg State and Keene State. program despite a lack of scholDespite giving lackluster per- arship money.
formances in the early moments
"It's very difficult when you
of both games, the Cats have to deal with a bunch· of
walk-on candidates," said Miios.
streaked off to impressive wins.
In the first game, Fitchburg
For a bunch of walk-ons, the
was the victim by two identical Wildcats seemed to be a cohe15-4 scores and in the second sive unit throughtout Saturday's
game, Keene fell, 15-3 and 15-4.
performance, especially for a
"We just weren't putting it to- team that is basically made up
gether in the early moments," of freshmen and_ sophomores.

"I think this team has only just
begun to jell, and in a few years,
we'll be up there with the best.
in New England," said Milos.
During Saturday's game, Ellen
Grant turned in an impressive
performance, scoring points
which consistantly gave the Wildcats the advantage.
UNH's
record
is
now
6-4 and they will be in action tomorrow at home against Springfield.
The Cats' j.v. squad· remained
unbeaten, posting victories of 15-3
and 15-6 against Keene, and 15-9
and 15-11 wins against Fitchburg.

Harriers
pull upset

UNH freshman Ellen Grant (11) and Linda Upton (7) prepare
for a spike during the Wildcats' sweep of Fitchburg and Keene
State Colleges Saturday at Lundholm Gymnasium. (Nick
.
Novick p~oto)

By Dana Jennings
"UMass didn't run their best
team against us, but on paper
they should have been able to
beat us," said UNH cross country
coach John Copeland after UNH
ddeated UMass, Vermont and
Bentley, 29-35-82-88, Saturday at
Amherst.
The Minutemen, who have won
the Yankee Conference in each
of the last seven years, didn't
run its top seven runners according to UMass cross country
coach Kenneth O'Brien.
"We've had a difficl'llt month.
It was time to rest the top seven
for the Yankee Conference and
New England Championships,"
said O'Brien, "We still thought
we could win. I don't regret the
decision."
Copeland said, "O'Brien was
gambling and lost. He was trying
to build confidence in some of
his runners, instead he may have
hurt their confidence.' '
UNH's George Reed (25:32)
and Gary Crossan (25:47) finished the five mile course first
and second, re~pectively. It was
the third time' this season Reed
and Crossan have finished 1-2.
"We had hoped we could break
up Reed and Crossan," said
O'Brien.
The course was a factor in the
meet. It added to the runners'
times.
HARRIERS, page 19

UNH co-captain Scott Davis (left) tries to intercept the pass
from the foot of Vermont's David Allen during Friday afternoon's mudbowl, which the Wildcats lost, 5-2. (Lee Hunsaker
photo)

Booters lose to UVM;
to-u gh schedule ahead
By Lee Hunsaker
UNH's 5-2 loss to Vermont last
Friday signaled the beginning of
a what could be a long three
weeks for the Wildcat hooters.
From the mudbowl at Brackett
Field, UNH, the tenth ranked
team in New England (3-5 on the
season), will have to play its
seven toughest games of the
season, the first four of which will
be on the road.
Bridgeport will be first on the
list, with Middlebury, Plymouth
State, and Rhode Island
following, all spaced within three
days of each other.
"It would be a challenging
schedule for anyone to play,"
said Wildcat coach Art Young

Bridgeport has seen action m
NCAA regional play several
times in recent years and Rhode
Island is fresh off a 2-1 upset victory against Vermont, the number one team in the Yankee Conference.
UNH's last three games of the
season against Babson, UMass,
and Dartmouth are at home, but
it doesn't look like the home field
will be much of an advantage for
the Cats.
Babson is the reigning Division
III NCAA champ. UMass is
second in the Yankee Conference
and Dartmouth is 17th in the
BOOTERS,"page 14

